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From bralston at auckland-library.govt.nz Wed Jan 5 15:30:54 2000
From: bralston at auckland-library.govt.nz (Bruce Ralston)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: O'Kief, Coshe Mange, Slieve Lougher and Upper Blackwater in Ireland
Message-ID: <00Jan5.153056nzdt.17025@firewall.auckland-library.govt.nz>
We have volumes 6 and 8 of this 15 volume compilation by Albert Eugene
Casey and published in Birmingham, Alabama in the 1950s and 1960s. The
contents relate mainly to North Cork and East Kerry.
I am keen to complete the set. Does anyone know where I can obtain copies?
I have seen that it is available on microfilm through the LDS Family
History Centres.
Bruce Ralston
Family History Librarian
Auckland Research Centre
Auckland City Libraries
Bookmark this: Auckland City Libraries' website
http://www.akcity.govt.nz/library

From heritagelib at hargray.com Wed Jan 5 08:22:40 2000
From: heritagelib at hargray.com (Randy Holcombe)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: O'Kief, Coshe Mange,Slieve Lougher and Upper Blackwater
References: <LYR32162-52516-2000.01.04-22.12.08-heritagelib#hargray.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3872FF50.73350263@hargray.com>

in Ireland

Bruce,
We have volumes 2-15 of the set, but are not interested in parting with them. We
will be happy to do any look-ups for you, and copy a reasonable number of pages.
Thanks,
Randy Holcombe
Director
The Heritage Library
Hilton Head Island SC
(843)342-3388
www.heritagelib.org
Bruce Ralston wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We have volumes 6 and 8 of this 15 volume compilation by Albert Eugene
Casey and published in Birmingham, Alabama in the 1950s and 1960s. The
contents relate mainly to North Cork and East Kerry.
I am keen to complete the set. Does anyone know where I can obtain copies?
I have seen that it is available on microfilm through the LDS Family
History Centres.
Bruce Ralston
Family History Librarian

> Auckland Research Centre
> Auckland City Libraries
>
> Bookmark this: Auckland City Libraries' website
> http://www.akcity.govt.nz/library
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: heritagelib@hargray.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: heritagelib.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 425 bytes
Desc: Card for Randy Holcombe
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000105/411406e4/
heritagelib.vcf
From szolkowski at co.wake.nc.us Wed Jan 5 12:31:05 2000
From: szolkowski at co.wake.nc.us (szolkowski@co.wake.nc.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Deeds
Message-ID: <8525685D.00603B76.00@Admin01.co.wake.nc.us>

I recall hearing that the term indenture also referred to the act of the (often
illiterate) party
entering into the contract of servitude by biting, hence imprinting their
unique dental imprint onto, the paper. In lieu of a fingerprint system it was
probably worked, unless one lost all one's teeth due to malnutrition, poor
health, got one's jaw broken, etc. This was in a lecture somewhere, so I cannot
site a source unfortunately at this time.

Randy Bixby <rbixby@statelib.lib.in.us> on 12/16/99 03:29:02 PM
Please respond to "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
<genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
To:
"Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
cc:
(bcc: Susan E Zolkowski/LIB/Wake County)
Subject: [genealib] Re: Deeds

According to "The New A to Zax," 2nd ed., by Barbara Jean Evans, p. 148,
"England did not have a system for recording documents, so a lawyer's
clerk would make two copies of a document. The original document was
cut in half and each party took a half. An indenture was the actual
cutting apart or indenting." Perhaps time and location determine where
you'll find it used.
Randy Bixby

Indiana State Library
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: SZOLKOWSKI@CO.WAKE.NC.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From cynknight at hotmail.com Wed Jan 5 09:33:04 2000
From: cynknight at hotmail.com (Cyndi Knight)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Book values
Message-ID: <20000105173304.5775.qmail@hotmail.com>
Hi. Could anyone on the list tell me what the monetary value of a 36 volume
set (73 vols in 36) entitled "Jesuit Relations and Allied Documents :
travels and explorations of the Jesuit missionaries in New France, 1610 1791" published in 1959. I've been asked to trade the set for another we
would use more often, but I have to prove that the books we'd be receiving
would be of similar value. Thanks for any assistance on this.
Cyndi Knecht
Warren Public Library (MI)
cynknight@hotmail.com
______________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free Email at http://www.hotmail.com

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Wed Jan 5 09:56:28 2000
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Deeds & the unusual Indenture: a "legal practice dating back to Medieval
times".
References: <LYR6300-52584-2000.01.05-12.33.03-VCTINNEY#DCN.DAVIS.CA.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <387385CC.4E878B0E@dcn.davis.ca.us>
NOTE: [Quote]
The top edge of the document shows the wavy, or "indented"
margin that gives these documents their name. As a safeguard
against counterfeiting, the copies given to all parties were placed
together and cut in the margin in a wavy, irregular pattern,
uniquely identifying the authenticity of each copy.
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/faculty/mcleanparks/bearswamp/1699indenture.htm
APPRENTICESHIP INDENTURE
"The Apprentice Indenture is rather an unusual document
in that two copies of this document were originally made
on one piece of paper and then cut in two. The matching
of one copy to the other at any later date would prove
the validity of such a document."

http://www.digiserve.com/peter/doc/appr-i.htm
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/homepage.htm#Here
Listed in: Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
[both editions]
-------------------------------------------szolkowski@co.wake.nc.us wrote:
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>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>

I recall hearing that the term indenture also referred to the act of the (often
illiterate) party
entering into the contract of servitude by biting, hence imprinting their
unique dental imprint onto, the paper. In lieu of a fingerprint system it was
probably worked, unless one lost all one's teeth due to malnutrition, poor
health, got one's jaw broken, etc. This was in a lecture somewhere, so I cannot
site a source unfortunately at this time.
Randy Bixby <rbixby@statelib.lib.in.us> on 12/16/99 03:29:02 PM
Please respond to "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
<genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
To:
"Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
cc:
(bcc: Susan E Zolkowski/LIB/Wake County)
Subject: [genealib] Re: Deeds
According to "The New A to Zax," 2nd ed., by Barbara Jean Evans, p. 148,
"England did not have a system for recording documents, so a lawyer's
clerk would make two copies of a document. The original document was
cut in half and each party took a half. An indenture was the actual
cutting apart or indenting." Perhaps time and location determine where
you'll find it used.
Randy Bixby
Indiana State Library
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: SZOLKOWSKI@CO.WAKE.NC.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: VCTINNEY@DCN.DAVIS.CA.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From smith at ngsgenealogy.org Wed Jan 5 13:54:11 2000
From: smith at ngsgenealogy.org (Dereka Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Re Denture Indentures
References: <LYR31053-52584-2000.01.05-12.33.03-smith#ngsgenealogy.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38739353.B50D97F1@ngsgenealogy.org>
If this theory was offered in a lecture I think someone was having a
joke at the expense of the audience. Try "biting" a piece of paper in

half-- it doesn't work!

From smith at ngsgenealogy.org Wed Jan 5 14:00:53 2000
From: smith at ngsgenealogy.org (Dereka Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Giveaway
References: <LYR31053-52585-2000.01.05-12.33.34-smith#ngsgenealogy.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <387394E5.FF8F39AC@ngsgenealogy.org>
Ten volume set
Messages and papers of the Presidents
Published by the Bureau of National Literature and Art, 1909.
In good condition.

Great history, no genealogy.

Free for postage.
Dereka Smith
National Genealogical Society

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Wed Jan 5 17:13:01 2000
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Book values
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-52585-2000.01.05-12.33.34-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1000105170809.16798A-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
On Wed, 5 Jan 2000, Cyndi Knight wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi. Could anyone on the list tell me what the monetary value of a 36 volume
set (73 vols in 36) entitled "Jesuit Relations and Allied Documents :
travels and explorations of the Jesuit missionaries in New France, 1610 1791" published in 1959. I've been asked to trade the set for another we
would use more often, but I have to prove that the books we'd be receiving
would be of similar value. Thanks for any assistance on this.

You can see what book dealers are asking for it (assuming copies are on
the market) by visiting any of the following sites:
http://www.alibris.com/cgi-bin/texis/searcher
http://www.bibliofind.com/
http://whipper.abebooks.com/abep/il.dll
http://www.usedbooks.com/home.cfm
http://www.rede.com/books/index.html
Hope this helps!

*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm

From MrArchive at aol.com Wed Jan 5 18:59:49 2000
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Book values
Message-ID: <af.af15e866.25a534f5@aol.com>
you need a reputable book dealer to look at both items being traded and
render an objective opinion.. Neutral party is the key work.. it may cost a
few dollars but down the road and to the public, it is the best route to
take...
From suzanne.levy at co.fairfax.va.us Thu Jan 6 18:28:29 2000
From: suzanne.levy at co.fairfax.va.us (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Found Wardell Book
Message-ID: <9268ACBEC567D31193A800A0C9CFE0FE7CDC35@ffxcluster1.co.fairfax.va.us>
Peggy Rogers, librarian at the National Center for State Courts in
Williamsburg, Virginia has found in her library a cataloged copy of Patrick
Wardell's Alexandria County, Virginia, Wills, Administrations and Guardian
Bonds, 1800-1870, in her library. It is a recently rebound book with call
no: VA REF
929.3
ALEXANDRIA
WAR
Inside back cover was a code no. 2700 4655 67
12*20*99 MAB
If anyone recognizes this as a copy belonging to your library, please call
her at 800-877-1233, ext. 1857 or email her at
progers@ncsc.dni.us
She would like to reunite the book with its rightful owner.
From LuRishel at aol.com Thu Jan 6 20:07:49 2000
From: LuRishel at aol.com (LuRishel@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Book values
Message-ID: <ef.ef554488.25a69665@aol.com>
Dear Cyndi,
Try the website bibliofind.com.
ideas about condition, edition, etc.
From cyndihow at oz.net

Thu Jan

It's very easy to use and gives you
Good luck. Lu Eisler

6 18:03:17 2000

From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Opinion needed from my librarian friends
Message-ID: <4.2.2.20000106180054.00b0fe30@mail.oz.net>
Hi all I have a cataloging question -- under what topics would you catalog a book
with the following title and description?
"Turkish_Jews Mailing List
For Shephardic Jewish genealogists with roots in the former Turkish Ottoman
Empire including Turkey, Serbia, Greece, and Yugoslavia."
I'm curious to see what you think, then will tell you why I asked.
Cyndi

From dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu Thu Jan 6 21:41:50 2000
From: dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Opinion needed from my librarian friends
In-Reply-To: <LYR6144-52750-2000.01.06-21.06.33-dsmith#luna.cas.usf.edu@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0001062138110.28906-100000@luna.cas.usf.edu>
On Thu, 6 Jan 2000, Cyndi Howells wrote:
> I have a cataloging question -- under what topics would you catalog a book
> with the following title and description?
>
> "Turkish_Jews Mailing List
> For Shephardic Jewish genealogists with roots in the former Turkish Ottoman
> Empire including Turkey, Serbia, Greece, and Yugoslavia."
Well, my first inclination was to visit the Library of Congress and see
how they would catalog a book about a similar subject. So I went to their
online catalog and found the following book:
Author:
Title:
Subjects:

Weiker, Walter F.
Ottomans, Turks, and the Jewish polity : a
history of the Jews of Turkey / Walter F. Weiker.
Jews -- Turkey -- History.
Jews -- Turkey -- Politics and government.
Judaism and state.
Turkey -- History -- Ottoman Empire, 1288-1918.
Turkey -- Ethnic relations.

Are you looking for single-word topics, or topics that look like Library
of Congress subject headings?
Drew
-Andrew M. (Drew) Smith
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu
(813) 974-6849

From cyndihow at oz.net Thu Jan 6 20:00:28 2000
From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Opinion needed from my librarian friends
In-Reply-To: <LYR31986-52756-2000.01.06-21.41.53--cyndihow#oz.net@lists.
acomp.usf.edu>
References: <LYR6144-52750-2000.01.06-21.06.33-dsmith#luna.cas.usf.edu@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4.2.2.20000106190810.00aa83a0@mail.oz.net>
Drew and all Would you also put this under each locality? In categorizing on my site, I
would. Therefore I would put this one under Greece, Middle East, and
Eastern Europe. Does that seem appropriate to everyone here -- from a
librarian's standpoint?
Cyndi
At 09:41 PM 1/6/00 -0500, you wrote:
>On Thu, 6 Jan 2000, Cyndi Howells wrote:
> > I have a cataloging question -- under what topics would you catalog a book
> > with the following title and description?
> >
> > "Turkish_Jews Mailing List
> > For Shephardic Jewish genealogists with roots in the former Turkish
> Ottoman
> > Empire including Turkey, Serbia, Greece, and Yugoslavia."
>
>Well, my first inclination was to visit the Library of Congress and see
>how they would catalog a book about a similar subject. So I went to their
>online catalog and found the following book:
>
>Author:
Weiker, Walter F.
>Title:
Ottomans, Turks, and the Jewish polity : a
>
history of the Jews of Turkey / Walter F. Weiker.
>Subjects:
Jews -- Turkey -- History.
>
Jews -- Turkey -- Politics and government.
>
Judaism and state.
>
Turkey -- History -- Ottoman Empire, 1288-1918.
>
Turkey -- Ethnic relations.
>
>Are you looking for single-word topics, or topics that look like Library
>of Congress subject headings?
>
>Drew
>
>->Andrew M. (Drew) Smith
>School of Library and Information Science
>University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
>dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu
(813) 974-6849
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: cyndihow@oz.net
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From Rtaylor at acpl.lib.in.us Fri Jan 7 09:01:51 2000
From: Rtaylor at acpl.lib.in.us (Ryan Taylor)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Opinion needed from my librarian friends
In-Reply-To: <LYR6384-52750-2000.01.06-21.06.33-RTAYLOR#ACPL.LIB.IN.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <A11E6FF6F07@everest.acpl.lib.in.us>
speaking as a genealogy cataloger, if we had this book at ACPL, I
would give it these headings:
Jews - Turkey - Genealogy
Turkey - Genealogy
Greece - Genealogy
Yugoslavia - Genealogy
Since Cyndi is not confined by the LC rules regarding place names,
she can freely use 'Eastern Europe' and similar as she suggests!
Hope this helps.
Ryan
Lasse der Fantasie freien Lauf!
- Mina Paechter (in Theresienstadt)
Ryan Taylor
Genealogy Librarian
Allen County Public Library, Fort Wayne IN
rtaylor@acpl.lib.in.us

From cgasior at bwave.com Fri Jan 7 10:12:18 2000
From: cgasior at bwave.com (cgasior@bwave.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Opinion needed from my librarian friends
References: <LYR67651-52750-2000.01.06-21.06.33-cgasior#bwave.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38760252.752A392E@bwave.com>
> Hi
This is my first posting to this group. I'm the director of a small town
library in Delaware, serving 6000 people. We have have several patrons interested
in doing genealogical work, and we have microfilm of the old town newspaper, but
we do not have a microfilm reader. I believe I can get a grant and some donations
together for a machine, so cost is not a real issue, but I would like your opinion
on what I should try to buy.
1. A simple read-only machine. - But I think everyone that uses it will

complain.
2. A fairly cheap reader/printer - I am looking at the ALOS by Minolta in a
couple of catalogs (Demco) This runs about $5000, and would serve our purposes,
but will it break down a lot?
3. The state of the art M400 scanner, that is hardware for a PC workstation.
This digitizes the image, and it can be sent or stored or printed by the computer.
This costs about $8,000. Plus the computer workstation. Is this expense going too
far for my small library?
Of course, the salesman says that I will regret buying the ALOS (which he will
sell me, too) because a year from now I will realize the need for this state of
the art machine. That the genealogy activity is increasing and more often than
not, these researchers want to be able to take home a disk rather than a sheet(s)
of paper. Plus if I ever wanted to put some or all of the Bridgeville News on the
Web, in a data base, whatever- there's the means to do it. On the other hand, I
can't see setting up a $10,000 workstation for the public to use, which means I
would put this on a staff workstation, which means staff would be helping and
doing perhaps more than we can afford.
Advice please! Bad or good experience with the ALOS or some other machine?
Need for digitized research?
Thanks,
Carol Gasior, Director
Bridgeville Public Library, Inc./ 210 Market St./ Bridgeville, DE 19933
Voice: 302-337-7401/ FAX 302-337-3270
cgasior@hollinet.lib.de.us OR cgasior@bwave.com

From gbrengle at mindspring.com Fri Jan 7 03:15:50 2000
From: gbrengle at mindspring.com (Ginger Brengle)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Opinion needed from my librarian friends
In-Reply-To: <LYR7530-52800-2000.01.07-10.18.05--gbrengle#mindspring.com
@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <LYR67651-52750-2000.01.06-21.06.33-cgasior#bwave.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20000107031550.007da590@mindspring.com>
Carol,
We are a very busy library with a large genealogy collection. We still
don't have the "State of the Art" machine! We have 5 microfilm readers and
2 reader/printers. Don't listen to that salesman--patrons want to take home
sheets of paper. They crave those little sheets of paper!
Try locating a nearby dealer for Minolta. They will send you lots of
brochures and price lists. There are several different versions of each
model.
Good luck,
Ginger Brengle
Largo Library, FL
From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Fri Jan 7 17:23:59 2000
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Enlistment notices in newspapers?
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1000107171800.215A-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>

Had an odd query come by mail today. The woman sent a photocopy of the
re-enlistment papers for someone who served at Fort Porter here in
Buffalo, dated 1877. She asked us to search local papers for a notice
about this gentleman's re-enlistment.
I'm having an assistant search two papers for 5 days after the date on the
paper, just as we would for a death notice, but my hunch is that nothing
will turn up. Has anyone ever seen peacetime reenlistments reported in
local daily papers?
I checked both "The Source" and "Printed Sources" and found no discussion
of newspapers in this context, and our guides to military research focus
on acquiring official service records.
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm

From rsteinig at suffolk.lib.ny.us Fri Jan 7 17:35:59 2000
From: rsteinig at suffolk.lib.ny.us (Renee Steinig)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: cataloging - Turkish Jews
Message-ID: <Pine.SOL.3.95.1000107173435.12661E-100000@bookworm>
Cyndi Howells asked how librarians would catalog
material on Turkish-Jewish genealogy. Another
good list on which to pose this question is
HaSafran (Assn. of Jewish Libraries)...
<Hasafran@lists.acs.ohio-state.edu>
Renee
Renee Steinig
Jewish Genealogy Society of Long Island
Dix Hills, NY
RSteinig@suffolk.lib.ny.us

From pegmar at mhtc.net Fri Jan 7 18:58:20 2000
From: pegmar at mhtc.net (The Perrys)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Opinion needed from my librarian friends
References: <LYR67651-52750-2000.01.06-21.06.33-cgasior#bwave.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu> <LYR6428-52800-2000.01.07-10.18.05-PEGMAR#MHTC.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <002b01bf5973$bd32d700$8c812e9c@mhtc>
Hi Carol,
I'm not a librarian, except for my local genealogical society so I can't

help you on the professional level. BUT, as a well-seasoned genealogist, I
would place my 2 cents on the microfilm reader/printer. Even with all of my
technical/computer skills - I still take great satisfaction in bringing home
the pieces of paper! I know that the State Historical Society of Wisconsin
purchases Minolta machines, but I'm not sure which model. And they're
adding new machines lately and have not gone to computer workstations.
Plus
your
it's
each

disks (if you let people bring in their own) run the risk of viruses on
machine. Something that will never happen with a reader/printer. And
a pain for you to have to hand out your own diskettes to each person
time they come to visit you.

Thanks!
Peggy Perry
President, Iowa County Genealogical Society
Visit us at: http://www.friendsnfamily.net/wiiowagensoc/index.html
Moderator for The Obituary Daily Times
For Obituaries from around the world - visit us at:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~obituary
County Coordinator for the Wisconsin GenWeb Program - Iowa County
Visit us at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~wiiowa
Owner of the Iowa County Wisconsin Mailing list
to subscribe <wiiowa-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
Co-Owner of the GenMsc mailing list
to subscribe: <genmsc-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
----- Original Message ----From: <cgasior@bwave.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, January 07, 2000 9:12 AM
Subject: [genealib] Opinion needed from my librarian friends
> > Hi
>
>
This is my first posting to this group. I'm the director of a small
town
> library in Delaware, serving 6000 people. We have have several patrons
interested
> in doing genealogical work, and we have microfilm of the old town
newspaper, but
> we do not have a microfilm reader. I believe I can get a grant and some
donations
> together for a machine, so cost is not a real issue, but I would like your
opinion
> on what I should try to buy.
>
1. A simple read-only machine. - But I think everyone that uses it
will
> complain.
>
2. A fairly cheap reader/printer - I am looking at the ALOS by Minolta
in a
> couple of catalogs (Demco) This runs about $5000, and would serve our
purposes,
> but will it break down a lot?
>
3. The state of the art M400 scanner, that is hardware for a PC
workstation.
> This digitizes the image, and it can be sent or stored or printed by the
computer.
> This costs about $8,000. Plus the computer workstation. Is this expense

going too
> far for my small library?
>
>
Of course, the salesman says that I will regret buying the ALOS (which
he will
> sell me, too) because a year from now I will realize the need for this
state of
> the art machine. That the genealogy activity is increasing and more often
than
> not, these researchers want to be able to take home a disk rather than a
sheet(s)
> of paper. Plus if I ever wanted to put some or all of the Bridgeville News
on the
> Web, in a data base, whatever- there's the means to do it. On the other
hand, I
> can't see setting up a $10,000 workstation for the public to use, which
means I
> would put this on a staff workstation, which means staff would be helping
and
> doing perhaps more than we can afford.
>
Advice please! Bad or good experience with the ALOS or some other
machine?
> Need for digitized research?
>
> Thanks,
>
> Carol Gasior, Director
> Bridgeville Public Library, Inc./ 210 Market St./ Bridgeville, DE 19933
> Voice: 302-337-7401/ FAX 302-337-3270
> cgasior@hollinet.lib.de.us OR cgasior@bwave.com
>
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: PEGMAR@MHTC.NET
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>

From cmchenry at seidata.com Fri Jan 7 21:03:00 2000
From: cmchenry at seidata.com (Chris McHenry)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Opinion needed from my librarian friends
References: <LYR67651-52750-2000.01.06-21.06.33-cgasior#bwave.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu> <LYR11295-52830-2000.01.07-15.23.43-cmchenry#seidata.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38769AD4.6E33@seidata.com>
Ginger Brengle wrote:
>
> Carol,
> We are a very busy library with a large genealogy collection. We still
> don't have the "State of the Art" machine! We have 5 microfilm readers and
> 2 reader/printers. Don't listen to that salesman--patrons want to take home
> sheets of paper. They crave those little sheets of paper!
> Try locating a nearby dealer for Minolta. They will send you lots of

> brochures and price lists. There are several different versions of each
> model.
> Good luck,
> Ginger Brengle
> Largo Library, FL
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: cmchenry@seidata.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
We area larger library than yours and we have one reader only and one
simple reader-printer. I agree that people really want those sheets of
paper, and not the disks. As for the read only machine, it is only used
in case the oither one is not available. Everyone wants to print. Hope
this helps. Chris McHenry, Lawrenceburg Public Library
From MrArchive at aol.com Fri Jan 7 22:40:01 2000
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Enlistment notices in newspapers?
Message-ID: <57.579eaaba.25a80b91@aol.com>
It was not uncommon for a re-enlistment notice to be printed especially in
smaller towns. Perhaps depending on the Militia law for your specific state
there was an annual cycle when enlistment's happened..ie. fall or spring
musters. I have a good source book older actually that might help... e-mail
me direct.
From LuRishel at aol.com Fri Jan 7 22:47:13 2000
From: LuRishel at aol.com (LuRishel@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Opinion needed from my librarian friends
Message-ID: <de.de06c3e6.25a80d41@aol.com>
Dear Carol,
Another two cents' worth--pretty soon you'll be at a nickel! Our public
library serving a city of 30,000 has three reader/printers (Alos, Minolta,
Canon) and one reader (Bell and Howell). If you are only going to have one
machine, get a reader/printer. Forget the "state of the art"; I echo
everyone else's comments on that issue. Whatever machine you get, get a
service contract.
Hope this doesn't overwhelm you with information, but here's my read on
the various machines. Minolta--I recommend the ones that come with the work
station table; easier on your neck for us old farts with bifocals and bad
joints. You can change the settings to adjust to positive or negative
microfilm (maybe not an issue for you yet) with the push of a button; get a
zoom lens. If you have microfiche, you can also purchase a kit for that
function. From time to time I have schools, auto parts stores, and local
government agencies come in with their own microfiche records which they need
to copy. Of my three machines, the Minolta is used and preferred the most by
patrons and staff. The only downside to the Minolta is that it takes a black
powder toner that is a little dusty to add but that's only every three weeks
or so depending on use so it's hardly an issue.
The Alos is a brand new machine. It seems a little light weight
compared to the Minolta but does a nice job. Ours is a table top model and

is uncomfortable on the neck after about 15 minutes of reading film. (A
lower table would solve that problem.) It requires changing a toner
cartridge (no powder) to go from positive to negative film. Takes two
minutes. Neat, clean. You can also purchase a fiche copier attachment as
with the Minolta. My machine cannot accommodate a zoom lens, so we have two
different lenses (18X and 35X) that can be changed in another two minutes.
Then there's the Canon.
You didn't ask, but I think we all would tell you to have a coin box
installed. It will run around $500 but the change it generates will pay for
your paper, toner, and service.
Good luck, Carol.
Lu Eisler
Butler Area Public Library
Butler, PA
From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Sat Jan 8 09:08:58 2000
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Microfilm reader printers
Message-ID: <387744FA.E9007772@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Carol:
Our public library serves about 25,000 plus and we just last year
purchased 4 Canon Microfilm Scanner 400's and really love them. They are
reader printers with interchangable
viewer lens. I definitely reccommend getting more than one size lens if
you are able to purchase more than one reader printer. We have 4
machines and two different size lens that interchange in one minute or
less. They cost us just over $5000 apiece but I would not trade them
because staff and patrons really love them. You should get one with
fiche reader attachment. Not sure what that extra cost would be as we
already had one from a previous Canon product that works well on the new
machines. We have had all 4 machines for over a year and no service
required as yet. However, I would recommend getting a service contract!
Another librarian stated using coin box, that is probably a good set up
but we don't use one. We just have the patron pay us. Our volume is not
so high that it causes us any problems. You definitely want to have
printer capability. Genealogists do still like paper to take home,
despite what your salesman told you. He evidently is NOT a genealogist.
Hope this helps along with the other good advice you received.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, Ohio

From pegmar at mhtc.net Sat Jan 8 12:04:39 2000
From: pegmar at mhtc.net (The Perrys)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: Microfilm reader printers
References: <LYR6428-52893-2000.01.08-10.35.34-PEGMAR#MHTC.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <003101bf5a02$d7694ca0$d5812e9c@mhtc>

Hi,
Me again! A note about the size of the lenses.
Minolta lists as size 1 and size 2.

I recommend you get what

Size 1 is the best and only size that will work with a federal census record
to fit it all on an 81/2 x 11 sheet of paper. Size 2 works with all other
types of materials. Size 3 is also available, and just makes the smaller
print easier to read - but I think a size 2 does that fine for the most part
(and I wear bifocal glasses myself!)
Thanks!
Peggy Perry
President, Iowa County Genealogical Society
Visit us at: http://www.friendsnfamily.net/wiiowagensoc/index.html
Moderator for The Obituary Daily Times
For Obituaries from around the world - visit us at:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~obituary
County Coordinator for the Wisconsin GenWeb Program - Iowa County
Visit us at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~wiiowa
Owner of the Iowa County Wisconsin Mailing list
to subscribe <wiiowa-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
Co-Owner of the GenMsc mailing list
to subscribe: <genmsc-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
----- Original Message ----From: Sandy Day <daysa@oplin.lib.oh.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Saturday, January 08, 2000 8:08 AM
Subject: [genealib] Microfilm reader printers
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Carol:
Our public library serves about 25,000 plus and we just last year
purchased 4 Canon Microfilm Scanner 400's and really love them. They are
reader printers with interchangable
viewer lens. I definitely reccommend getting more than one size lens if
you are able to purchase more than one reader printer. We have 4
machines and two different size lens that interchange in one minute or
less. They cost us just over $5000 apiece but I would not trade them
because staff and patrons really love them. You should get one with
fiche reader attachment. Not sure what that extra cost would be as we
already had one from a previous Canon product that works well on the new
machines. We have had all 4 machines for over a year and no service
required as yet. However, I would recommend getting a service contract!
Another librarian stated using coin box, that is probably a good set up
but we don't use one. We just have the patron pay us. Our volume is not
so high that it causes us any problems. You definitely want to have
printer capability. Genealogists do still like paper to take home,
despite what your salesman told you. He evidently is NOT a genealogist.
Hope this helps along with the other good advice you received.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, Ohio
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: PEGMAR@MHTC.NET

> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>

From claire.kluskens at arch1.nara.gov Sat Jan 8 11:59:11 2000
From: claire.kluskens at arch1.nara.gov (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:28 2003
Subject: New NARA microfilm publication M1844
Message-ID: <s87739cb.001@smtp.nara.gov>
The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) announces the availability
of new NARA microfilm publication M1844, Passenger Lists of Vessels Arriving at
Tampa, Florida, November 2, 1898-December 31, 1945 (65 rolls).
M1844 is indexed in part by NARA microfilm publication T517, Index to Passenger
Lists of Vessels Arriving at Ports in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and South
Carolina, 1890-1924 (26 rolls). T517 has been available for many years.
NARA microfilm oublications can be purchased for $34 ($39 to foreign addresses) per
roll ordered.
Credit card orders are accepted. Call 1-800-234-8861.
publication number and roll number(s).

Specify microfilm

Or, write to National Archives and Records Administration, Attn: Product
Development and Distribution Staff (NWCD), 700 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Washington,
DC 20408-0001, and enclose your check made payable to "National Archives Trust Fund
Board." Specify microfilm publication number and roll number(s). Institutional
purchase orders are also accepted.
CLAIRE PRECHTEL-KLUSKENS
Archives I Research Support Branch (NWCC1)
700 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20408-0001

From wooddi at oplin.lib.oh.us Mon Jan 10 10:41:40 2000
From: wooddi at oplin.lib.oh.us (Dianne Wood)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Opinion needed from my librarian friends
Message-ID: <01BF5B5C.0C666820@GENEALOGYCO>
I am in charge of a genealogy Collection in a medium sized public library. We have
two reader/printer (3M) and have three readers we do not have any machines hooked
to computers although we do have three computer to use for genealogy on the
internet, Family Search, and Genealogy CD-Roms. Our patrons seem quite happy with
the services we do provide.
Dianne Wood, Genealogy Coordinator
Findlay-Hancock County Public Library
206 Broadway
Findlay, OH 45840
wooddi @oplin.lib.oh.us
-----Original Message-----

From: cgasior@bwave.com [SMTP:cgasior@bwave.com]
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2000 9:22 AM
To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject:
[genealib] Opinion needed from my librarian friends
> Hi
This is my first posting to this group. I'm the director of a small town
library in Delaware, serving 6000 people. We have have several patrons interested
in doing genealogical work, and we have microfilm of the old town newspaper, but
we do not have a microfilm reader. I believe I can get a grant and some donations
together for a machine, so cost is not a real issue, but I would like your opinion
on what I should try to buy.
1. A simple read-only machine. - But I think everyone that uses it will
complain.
2. A fairly cheap reader/printer - I am looking at the ALOS by Minolta in a
couple of catalogs (Demco) This runs about $5000, and would serve our purposes,
but will it break down a lot?
3. The state of the art M400 scanner, that is hardware for a PC workstation.
This digitizes the image, and it can be sent or stored or printed by the computer.
This costs about $8,000. Plus the computer workstation. Is this expense going too
far for my small library?
Of course, the salesman says that I will regret buying the ALOS (which he will
sell me, too) because a year from now I will realize the need for this state of
the art machine. That the genealogy activity is increasing and more often than
not, these researchers want to be able to take home a disk rather than a sheet(s)
of paper. Plus if I ever wanted to put some or all of the Bridgeville News on the
Web, in a data base, whatever- there's the means to do it. On the other hand, I
can't see setting up a $10,000 workstation for the public to use, which means I
would put this on a staff workstation, which means staff would be helping and
doing perhaps more than we can afford.
Advice please! Bad or good experience with the ALOS or some other machine?
Need for digitized research?
Thanks,
Carol Gasior, Director
Bridgeville Public Library, Inc./ 210 Market St./ Bridgeville, DE 19933
Voice: 302-337-7401/ FAX 302-337-3270
cgasior@hollinet.lib.de.us OR cgasior@bwave.com

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: WOODDI@OPLIN.LIB.OH.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 5323 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000110/
b8564d46/attachment.bin
From kwestwoo at cwmarsmail.cwmars.org Mon Jan 10 11:27:52 2000
From: kwestwoo at cwmarsmail.cwmars.org (kwestwoo@cwmarsmail.cwmars.org)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003

Subject: Internet terminals for genealogy
In-Reply-To: <LYR6182-53036-2000.01.10-10.42.07-KWESTWOO#CWMARSMAIL.CWMARS.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <200001101624.LAA05875@cwmarsmail.cwmars.org>
Dianne,
We've been thinking about adding an internet terminal in our Local
History and Genealogy Department. However, the terminals we have in
the main public library reading room are constantly in use by people
surfing all over the net and doing their email. Do you have a policy
or procedure that governs your genealogy internet terminal so that it
is used primarily for that purpose?
Katharine
> I am in charge of a genealogy Collection in a medium sized public library. We
have two reader/printer (3M) and have three readers we do not have any machines
hooked to computers although we do have t> Dianne Wood, Genealogy Coordinator
> Findlay-Hancock County Public Library
> 206 Broadway
> Findlay, OH 45840
> wooddi @oplin.lib.oh.us
>
Katharine C. Westwood
Local History Librarian
Berkshire Athenaeum
1 Wendell Avenue
Pittsfield, Mass.
01201
(413) 499-9486
From carterl at mail.clarke.public.lib.ga.us Mon Jan 10 11:54:02 2000
From: carterl at mail.clarke.public.lib.ga.us (Laura W. Carter)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Internet terminals for genealogy
Message-ID: <200001101654.LAA09717@bell.public.lib.ga.us>
Katherine,
We are in a separate room and in addition to the regular internet
policies governing time limits, etc., we have a policy that governs our room
that says it and its resources are to be used for local history, Georgia and
Ga. history and genealogy research. So far, it has not been a problem.
We figured the computers with internet access were one of its resources,
soooo ...
Laura
Laura W. Carter
The Heritage Room
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter St.
Athens, GA 30606
(706) 613-3650
(706) 613-3660

Ext. 350
Fax

At 11:27 AM 1/10/00 +0000, you wrote:
>Dianne,

>
We've been thinking about adding an internet terminal in our Local
>History and Genealogy Department. However, the terminals we have in
>the main public library reading room are constantly in use by people
>surfing all over the net and doing their email. Do you have a policy
>or procedure that governs your genealogy internet terminal so that it
>is used primarily for that purpose?
>
Katharine
>
>
>> I am in charge of a genealogy Collection in a medium sized public
library. We have two reader/printer (3M) and have three readers we do not
have any machines hooked to computers although we do have t> Dianne Wood,
Genealogy Coordinator
>> Findlay-Hancock County Public Library
>> 206 Broadway
>> Findlay, OH 45840
>> wooddi @oplin.lib.oh.us
>>
>Katharine C. Westwood
>Local History Librarian
>Berkshire Athenaeum
>1 Wendell Avenue
>Pittsfield, Mass.
01201
>(413) 499-9486
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as:
CARTERL@MAIL.CLARKE.PUBLIC.LIB.GA.US
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>

From kwestwoo at cwmarsmail.cwmars.org Mon Jan 10 12:52:32 2000
From: kwestwoo at cwmarsmail.cwmars.org (kwestwoo@cwmarsmail.cwmars.org)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Opinion needed from my librarian friends
In-Reply-To: <LYR6182-52830-2000.01.07-15.23.43-KWESTWOO#CWMARSMAIL.CWMARS.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <LYR7530-52800-2000.01.07-10.18.05--gbrengle#mindspring.com
@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <200001101748.MAA07201@cwmarsmail.cwmars.org>
Carol,
We are very happy with our old Canon PC80, although not quite as
happy with their replacement model, the MP90. Neither involves
scanning technology -- just regular, old, high-quality prints from
microfilm. I'm sure there is a Canon dealer covering your area -but don't know if they'll help you find a PC80!
Katharine
> Carol,
> We are a very busy library with a large genealogy collection. We still
> don't have the "State of the Art" machine! We have 5 microfilm readers and
> 2 reader/printers. Don't listen to that salesman--patrons want to take home
> sheets of paper. They crave those little sheets of paper!
> Try locating a nearby dealer for Minolta. They will send you lots of
> brochures and price lists. There are several different versions of each
> model.
> Good luck,

> Ginger Brengle
> Largo Library, FL
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: KWESTWOO@CWMARSMAIL.CWMARS.ORG
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>
Katharine C. Westwood
Local History Librarian
Berkshire Athenaeum
1 Wendell Avenue
Pittsfield, Mass.
01201
(413) 499-9486
From mplhistorydept at eok.lib.ok.us Mon Jan 10 12:30:34 2000
From: mplhistorydept at eok.lib.ok.us (Muskogee Public Library - History
Department)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Microfilm reader/printers
Message-ID: <005b01bf5b98$daa3fcc0$ae28a8c0@174.eok.lib.ok.us>
A year ago, the I looked at several digital reader/printers to replace an
aging Minolta analog machine. I was interested in getting a digital machine
because I thought that was the wave of the future. Both Minolta and Canon
make digital machines that we compared.
What I found was that both brands had two sets of displays for the patron to
work with when using the scanner hooked up to the computer. One for the
scanner and one for the computer. Believing that this setup would involve
significantly more staff time assisting patrons in making a copy, I wound up
buying a digital machine, but have never hooked it up to a computer.
Hooking the computer up is an option that remains open, though.
I believe you will benefit from hearing the experiences of those libraries
that have hooked their digital machines up to a computer.
Wally Waits
Muskogee Public Library
-----Original Message----From: Dianne Wood <wooddi@oplin.lib.oh.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Monday, January 10, 2000 9:43 AM
Subject: [genealib] RE: Opinion needed from my librarian friends
I am in charge of a genealogy Collection in a medium sized public library.
We have two reader/printer (3M) and have three readers we do not have any
machines hooked to computers although we do have three computer to use for
genealogy on the internet, Family Search, and Genealogy CD-Roms. Our patrons
seem quite happy with the services we do provide.
Dianne Wood, Genealogy Coordinator
Findlay-Hancock County Public Library
206 Broadway
Findlay, OH 45840
wooddi @oplin.lib.oh.us

-----Original Message----From: cgasior@bwave.com [SMTP:cgasior@bwave.com]
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2000 9:22 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Opinion needed from my librarian friends
> Hi
This is my first posting to this group. I'm the director of a small town
library in Delaware, serving 6000 people. We have have several patrons
interested
in doing genealogical work, and we have microfilm of the old town newspaper,
but
we do not have a microfilm reader. I believe I can get a grant and some
donations
together for a machine, so cost is not a real issue, but I would like your
opinion
on what I should try to buy.
1. A simple read-only machine. - But I think everyone that uses it will
complain.
2. A fairly cheap reader/printer - I am looking at the ALOS by Minolta
in a
couple of catalogs (Demco) This runs about $5000, and would serve our
purposes,
but will it break down a lot?
3. The state of the art M400 scanner, that is hardware for a PC
workstation.
This digitizes the image, and it can be sent or stored or printed by the
computer.
This costs about $8,000. Plus the computer workstation. Is this expense
going too
far for my small library?
Of course, the salesman says that I will regret buying the ALOS (which
he will
sell me, too) because a year from now I will realize the need for this state
of
the art machine. That the genealogy activity is increasing and more often
than
not, these researchers want to be able to take home a disk rather than a
sheet(s)
of paper. Plus if I ever wanted to put some or all of the Bridgeville News
on the
Web, in a data base, whatever- there's the means to do it. On the other
hand, I
can't see setting up a $10,000 workstation for the public to use, which
means I
would put this on a staff workstation, which means staff would be helping
and
doing perhaps more than we can afford.
Advice please! Bad or good experience with the ALOS or some other
machine?
Need for digitized research?
Thanks,
Carol Gasior, Director
Bridgeville Public Library, Inc./ 210 Market St./ Bridgeville, DE 19933

Voice: 302-337-7401/ FAX 302-337-3270
cgasior@hollinet.lib.de.us OR cgasior@bwave.com

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: WOODDI@OPLIN.LIB.OH.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us Mon Jan 10 13:39:01 2000
From: mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us (Mary Mannix)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Opinion needed from my librarian friends
In-Reply-To: <LYR6320-52862-2000.01.07-19.58.52-MM0028#MAIL.PRATT.LIB.MD.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.05.10001101333390.1112-100000@mail.pratt.lib.md.us>
Depending on your budget, when shopping for reader/printers you might want
to look into a reconditioned machine. I got a reconditioned machine about
5 plus years ago. It was half the cost. We did not get the service
policy because we could not afford it, but I think it would have been
worth the effort. The machine has held up well, but we are not open every
day, which, I think, makes a difference. Mary Mannix
*************************
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Central Library
Library Director
Frederick County Public Libraries
Howard County Historical Society
Frederick, MD
Ellicott City, MD
Co-Moderator, H-Local

From arthur.erickson at ci.greensboro.nc.us Mon Jan 10 18:04:07 2000
From: arthur.erickson at ci.greensboro.nc.us (Erickson, Arthur)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Interpreting a will abstract
Message-ID: <7DD59F6F8A87D11191B50060088FAB1401B52971@green>
Folks,
I am in need of help interpreting a phrase in a will abstract in my library.
Among other things the abstract states:
"Nephew John Clark, here with me at this time - remaining half of my estate,
also my right and claim in Ireland."
This will was dated and probated in 1790. If this is the John Clark that my
customer wants, then he would have been 2 years old at the time of the will.
My question is- is it plausible for a two year old to receive this kind of

estate and to be referred to in this way? I can interpret the phrasing in
two ways-"here with me at my side" could be metaphorical perhaps meaning
that young John is under his care as an infant. Or it could be literal
indicating that John is actually present for the signing of the will,
presumably as an adult. John is not listed as a witness.
From JulieKidd at compuserve.com Mon Jan 10 20:23:05 2000
From: JulieKidd at compuserve.com (Julie Kidd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Interpreting a will abstract
Message-ID: <200001102023_MC2-9413-C872@compuserve.com>
Message text written by "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
>Among other things the abstract states:
"Nephew John Clark, here with me at this time - remaining half of my
estate,
also my right and claim in Ireland."<
Interesting question. Some questions of my own occur.
My initial guess would be that the gentleman had more than one nephew named
John Clark, perhaps another remained in Ireland, and the phrasing was a
means of identifying which nephew he meant. It also seems to imply he is
living in his household. But yes, such a bequest could have been made to a
2-year-old child. I'd be curious to know under what circumstances the will
was written . . . did write it with death imminent, or was he merely
writing a will. If it was the former, I would think he would have named a
guardian to manage the bequest, but if it were the latter, he may have
expected to live another 50 years.
In any case, I don't think you can accurately interpret it without
examining the original, not relying on an abstract. I'd also be looking
into the guardianship records if you are looking to prove this record
refers to the 2-year-old subject of your search.
Just my two cents worth. . .
Julie
JulieKidd@compuserve.com
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JulieKidd/
From LuRishel at aol.com Mon Jan 10 20:55:29 2000
From: LuRishel at aol.com (LuRishel@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Fwd: books for the postage
Message-ID: <35.3543fb90.25abe791@aol.com>
-------------- next part -------------An embedded message was scrubbed...
From: LuRishel@aol.com
Subject: books for the postage
Date: Mon, 10 Jan 2000 20:50:55 EST
Size: 791
Url:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000110/052a22eb/

attachment.eml
From jswan at ckls.org Tue Jan 11 07:08:16 2000
From: jswan at ckls.org (Jim Swan)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Fwd: books for the postage
References: <LYR6181-53142-2000.01.10-20.55.41--JSWAN#CKLS.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <387B2B40.64C59C1D@ckls.org>
Message to Lu Rishel:
I would like to have
>
> 4. Lee Co., IA Marriage Book 2, 1851-1865.
>
If not already spoken for let me know how to get it.
JIM Swan
From MrArchive at aol.com Tue Jan 11 08:08:44 2000
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Interpreting a will abstract
Message-ID: <55.55f0b007.25ac855c@aol.com>
Probably means living there in the household at that time without regard for
as as the child's parents may have predeceased the Uncle. Also probably means
that any right, title, or Interest that would pass by right of descent
through the Uncle is forwarded to the nephew. All this depends on the Probate
law for specific state when the testor resided and died.
From jeans at sierratel.com Tue Jan 11 05:13:24 2000
From: jeans at sierratel.com (Pam Jeans)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Not a genealogy question but important
Message-ID: <387B2C74.E1AC9DF7@sierratel.com>
I am sorry to bother this way, but I have a friend coming from Wales to
the USA to attend university. My friend is blind and is asking
questions concerning universities here. She is concerned with the best
ones to go to for education, of coarse but because of her disability is
concerned about that as well. If someone can e-mail privately with some
ideas I would appreciate the input.
These are the schools she is looking at attending:
Massaachusetts - Amherst, Athen Ohio, Albany - New York State,
Wilmington North Carolina.
I am hoping some of you librarians would be better informed.
Thanks for you help, Pam Jeans

From jeans at sierratel.com Tue Jan 11 05:20:14 2000
From: jeans at sierratel.com (Pam Jeans)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Fwd: books for the postage
References: <LYR95584-53142-2000.01.10-20.55.41--

jeans#sierratel.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <387B2E0D.6E1699F8@sierratel.com>
Interested in the Duplin County, North Carolina 1777-1867 Computer Indexed
Marriage Records if it is still available. I work in a Family History Center in
Oakhurst, California and we are building our North Carolina section.
Where do I send check or money order?
Thanks,
Pam Jeans
LuRishel@aol.com wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Subject: books for the postage
Date: Mon, 10 Jan 2000 20:50:55 EST
From: LuRishel@aol.com
To: genealob@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Butler Area Public Library is offering four books, first come, first serve,
for $2.00 each to cover the postage. They are:
1. Duplin Co., NC 1773-1867 Computer Indexed Marriage Records.
2. 1850 Census, Gillespie Co., TX.
3. Davis Co., IA Deaths, 1880-1884, 1897-1900, Marriages 1844-1854.
4. Lee Co., IA Marriage Book 2, 1851-1865.
Lu Eisler
Butler Area Public Library
Butler, PA
they are

From tracithompson at hotmail.com Tue Jan 11 09:59:29 2000
From: tracithompson at hotmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Interpreting a will abstract
Message-ID: <20000111175929.68828.qmail@hotmail.com>
Hi,
>My question is- is it plausible for a two year old to receive this >kind of
>estate and to be referred to in this way?
I found Helen Leary's book to be quite helpful for this question. Do you
have the new revised version? On page 43 is stated "Although a man could
buy or be granted land before he was twenty-one, he could not sell it in his
own name." So yes it is possible for a very small child to be given this
kind of property. I have seen N.C. wills before giving land to very small
children, and I don't think it was uncommon.
Land just seems to have been
given to the heirs regardless of age. Of course, minor children needed
someone to handle the land for them. This is discussd on page 189: "Property

might be inherited by persons unable to handle it because of age or
infirmity. In these cases, probate authorities appointed guardians,
conservators, receivers, trustees, or collectors to manage the property for
the benefit of its owner." Perhaps such a person was appointed and is not
mentioned in the will. Has your researcher looked for estate records or
other sources that might give more information?
It is a day for minors...just before I read your message, I was helping
someone else via email with a will in which the testator left a portion of
his property to his wife, with the condition that it go to their son, an
"infant" (meaning just about any age from 0-15 or so), if she should die or
remarry. Nothing concerning a guardian or trustee was mentioned in this
will either. The patron's question was, at what age was the child no longer
a minor, which led me to snoop around Leary's book looking to verify the age
of 21.
Anyway, I hope this helped!
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy/Ref. Librarian
Edgecombe County Memorial Library
Tarboro, N.C.

______________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free Email at http://www.hotmail.com

From rmatthew at state.lib.ut.us Tue Jan 11 13:59:16 2000
From: rmatthew at state.lib.ut.us (Ray Matthews)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Utah welcomes visiting librarians Jan 19
Message-ID: <03bb01bf5c76$b8e0cda0$1f3fb2a8@state.lib.ut.us>
Greetings GENEALIBers!
If you are coming to Salt Lake for the Salt Lake Institute or for skiing, we
cordially invite you to a Utah Library Association Genealogy Round Table
Talk N' Tour on Jan 19.
SPEAKERS: We are proud to present two of the foremost LDS leaders in
genealogical librarianship.
David E. Rencher, Director of the Libraries Division, will speak on "Plans
and Directions of the Family History Library." David was recently
interviewed in Wired (July 1999).
Brent F. Griffiths, Area Manager for the Field Support and Services
Division, will report on his August International Federation of Library
Associations meeting in Bangkok and his presentation at the Librarians
Serving Genealogists/Federation of Genealogical Societies meeting in St.
Louis.
TOUR: We have made special arrangements with the library for a "behind the
scenes" walking tour of staff areas including the cataloging, collection
development, bindery, and photoduplication units, and high density storage.
WHEN: Wednesday, January 19, 12:30 p.m. The time is between sessions of the
UGA sponsored Salt Lake Institute of Genealogy to allow participants to

attend.
WHERE: Rm. 134/136, main floor, Family History Library. The library is at
35. N. West Temple across the street from Temple Square. Food is not
permitted in the building, but there are nearby mall restaurants.
PARKING: There is no longer a patron parking facility, but there are pay
parking lots a block west (call 801-715-6752 and Ray will fax you a map
showing their locations). If you are coming by TRAX, the library is at the
Temple Square Station.
Hope you can come while you are visiting Salt Lake!
If you have questions, please contact a member of the steering committee:
Nola Kraut, GenRT Chair, Salt Lake County Library, 801-943-4636
Anne Wuehler, GenRT Co-Chair, Family History Library,
WuehlerAC@ldschurch.org
Denice Barainca, BYU Harold B. Lee Library, denice_barainca@byu.edu
Steve Decker, Cedar City Public Library, decker@edu-suu-cclib.cclib.suu.edu
Ray Matthews, Utah State Library, rmatthew@state.lib.ut.us
http://www.ula.org/organization/rt/genrt/genrt-cn.htm

From kdm at ckls.org Tue Jan 11 17:01:52 2000
From: kdm at ckls.org (Kathy Mitchum)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Fwd: books for the postage
In-Reply-To: <LYR6180-53142-2000.01.10-20.55.41--KDM#CKLS.ORG@lists.acom
p.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <200001112306.RAA09355@services.kansasweb.com>
I'd be interested in having
3. Davis Co., IA Deaths, 1880-1884, 1897-1900, Marriages 1844-1854.
from your offer, if it's still available.
Please send to the address below.
Kathy Mitchum
kdm@ckls.org
At 08:55 PM 1/10/00 -0500, you wrote:
>
>Return-path: LuRishel@aol.com
>From: LuRishel@aol.com
>Full-name: LuRishel
>Message-ID: <af.af36730d.25abe67f@aol.com>
>Date: Mon, 10 Jan 2000 20:50:55 EST
>Subject: books for the postage
>To: genealob@lists.acomp.usf.edu
>MIME-Version: 1.0

>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
>X-Mailer: AOL 4.0 for Windows 95 sub 38
>
>Butler Area Public Library is offering four books, first come, first serve,
>for $2.00 each to cover the postage. They are:
>1. Duplin Co., NC 1773-1867 Computer Indexed Marriage Records.
>
>2. 1850 Census, Gillespie Co., TX.
>
>3. Davis Co., IA Deaths, 1880-1884, 1897-1900, Marriages 1844-1854.
>
>4. Lee Co., IA Marriage Book 2, 1851-1865.
>
>Lu Eisler
>Butler Area Public Library
>Butler, PA
>
>
they are
>
Kathy Mitchum
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head
Central Kansas Library System
kdm@ckls.org
From cgasior at bwave.com Tue Jan 11 22:34:43 2000
From: cgasior at bwave.com (cgasior@bwave.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Microfilm Readers
References: <LYR67651-53307-2000.01.11-18.10.41-cgasior#bwave.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <387BF653.9ED1856B@bwave.com>
Hello friendsI just wanted to be sure to say "Thanks" for all the free advice I received.
This was a great help to me. I was really surprised at the number of responses
that came my way. I have decided to try to get a microfilm reader/printer, but
I've also added a PC to the grant application because of the surge in new
materials on CDs. This will also become a word processing workstation. (Everything
needs to be multifunctional in a small library!) Thanks again!
Carol Gasior in Bridgeville, DE

From wooddi at oplin.lib.oh.us Wed Jan 12 13:58:20 2000
From: wooddi at oplin.lib.oh.us (Dianne Wood)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Internet terminals for genealogy
Message-ID: <01BF5D09.D916C460@GENEALOGYCO>
The Internet terminal in the Local & Family History area are designated for
Genealogy research only these were purchased specificaaly for our department.
---------From:
Reply To:

kwestwoo@cwmarsmail.cwmars.org[SMTP:kwestwoo@cwmarsmail.cwmars.org]
Librarians Serving Genealogists

Sent:
Tuesday, January 11, 2000 12:26 PM
To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject:
[genealib] Re: Internet terminals for genealogy
Dianne,
We've been thinking about adding an internet terminal in our Local
History and Genealogy Department. However, the terminals we have in
the main public library reading room are constantly in use by people
surfing all over the net and doing their email. Do you have a policy
or procedure that governs your genealogy internet terminal so that it
is used primarily for that purpose?
Katharine
> I am in charge of a genealogy Collection in a medium sized public library. We
have two reader/printer (3M) and have three readers we do not have any machines
hooked to computers although we do have t> Dianne Wood, Genealogy Coordinator
> Findlay-Hancock County Public Library
> 206 Broadway
> Findlay, OH 45840
> wooddi @oplin.lib.oh.us
>
Katharine C. Westwood
Local History Librarian
Berkshire Athenaeum
1 Wendell Avenue
Pittsfield, Mass.
01201
(413) 499-9486
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: WOODDI@OPLIN.LIB.OH.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 2807 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000112/5977f759/
attachment.bin
From amm at vlc.lib.mi.us Wed Jan 12 13:59:42 2000
From: amm at vlc.lib.mi.us (Anna Mae Maday)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Printer Fixes
Message-ID: <Pine.OSF.4.20.0001121355300.17381-100000@valley.vlc.lib.mi.us>

It has been some time since we have had to get anyone to fix our
Dukane Manual Direct Projection microfilm readers. And we now have
2 of them that need minor repairs. However there does not seem to
be anyone in our immediate area willing or able to work on these.
Does anyone else on this list (from Michigan) have this type of
machine, and who does your repairs?

Thanks.

Anna Mae Maday
Eddy Historical & Genealogy Collection
Hoyt Public Library
505 Janes Ave
Saginaw MI 48607
amm@vlc.lib.mi.us
517-755-9827

From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us Wed Jan 12 15:36:54 2000
From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: looking for a good home
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20000112153654.007b1100@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>
Dear List,
From pfollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us Wed Jan 12 16:05:23 2000
From: pfollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us (Paul Follett)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: library lock-ins
Message-ID: <001601bf5d49$20273760$210210ac@libgenealogy1>
I am seeking comments and experiences from public
librarians who have had library lock-ins. I know the
Dallas Genealogical Society has held several at the Dallas
Public Library and they raise a good amonts of money.
My patrons have expressed a desire that I hold one at
our library, but first, I have several questions.
1. Most lock-ins that I know of are sponsored by a society,
so, who gets the money? Has anybody had problems with
their city objecting if the society gets the funds and uses it
to buy material for the library? (If my library gets the funds
I know it will have to all go into the city's general fund, period.
In that case, I just lost interest in this whole thing!)
2. Security problems, the library will not want to staff the
building with anyone other than me.
3. My boss is also worried about the propriety of people paying
to use a public library, even if it is after hours.
There are probably other issues and questions I haven't
thought of yet.
I will appreciate all comments.
Paul Follett
pfollett@cityof.lawton.ok.us
Genealogy Librarian
Lawton Public Library
110 SW 4th St.
Lawton, OK
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000112/4da54a5d/
attachment.htm
From carterl at mail.clarke.public.lib.ga.us Wed Jan 12 17:33:38 2000
From: carterl at mail.clarke.public.lib.ga.us (Laura W. Carter)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: library lock-ins
Message-ID: <200001122233.RAA08297@bell.public.lib.ga.us>
Hi!
I've heard of a lock-in for kids. We've done it in both our Young Adult and
Childrens Depts. I'd love to hear more about how it's done. Could
responses please be sent to the list?
Thank you
Laura
At 04:05 PM 1/12/00 -0600, you wrote:
>I am seeking comments and experiences from public
>librarians who have had library lock-ins. I know the
>Dallas Genealogical Society has held several at the Dallas
>Public Library and they raise a good amonts of money.
>My patrons have expressed a desire that I hold one at
>our library, but first, I have several questions.
>1. Most lock-ins that I know of are sponsored by a society,
>
so, who gets the money? Has anybody had problems with
>
their city objecting if the society gets the funds and uses it
>
to buy material for the library? (If my library gets the funds
>
I know it will have to all go into the city's general fund, period.
>
In that case, I just lost interest in this whole thing!)
>2. Security problems, the library will not want to staff the
>
building with anyone other than me.
>3. My boss is also worried about the propriety of people paying
>
to use a public library, even if it is after hours.
>
>There are probably other issues and questions I haven't
>thought of yet.
>I will appreciate all comments.
>
>Paul Follett
>pfollett@cityof.lawton.ok.us
>Genealogy Librarian
>Lawton Public Library
>110 SW 4th St.
>Lawton, OK
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>
Laura W. Carter, Heritage Room Specialist
Heritage Room
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
Voice (706) 613-3650

Fax (706) 613-3660
e-mail carterl@mail.clarke.public.lib.ga.us

From chamer at gnofn.org Wed Jan 12 16:37:41 2000
From: chamer at gnofn.org (Collin Hamer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: Internet terminals for genealogy
In-Reply-To: <LYR6168-53046-2000.01.10-11.25.38-CHAMER#GNOFN.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.95.1000112161936.14150E-100000@sparkie.gnofn.org>
Since we have a Tech. Center with 16 PC's and several free standing PC's,
all with Internet access on other floors, we were able to pursuade our
administration to allow the restriction of the one Internet access PC
in our area to genealogy & history use. We have a sign to which we can
point and we tell any potential users that our machine is restricted and
the PC's in all the other locations are available for other use. Before we
had this restriction we had groups of kids playing games, people checking
e-mail, visiting chat rooms, etc. When we added Ancestry.com with its
license fee, we had no trouble convincing our administration that we
needed to have continuous access to databases related to our subject area.
***********************************************************************************
******************************************************
* Collin B. Hamer, Jr.
Email: chamer@gnofn.org
* Louisiana Division
Phone: 504-596-2614
* New Orleans Public Library
Fax:
504-596-2609
* 219 Loyola Avenue
* New Orleans, Louisiana 70112-2044
*************************************************************************

From pegmar at mhtc.net Wed Jan 12 16:42:20 2000
From: pegmar at mhtc.net (The Perrys)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: looking for a good home
References: <LYR6428-53474-2000.01.12-16.35.05-PEGMAR#MHTC.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <004401bf5d4e$8da07a40$6b812e9c@mhtc>
Hi Don,
If these are still available, ICGS would love to have them.
Let me know and I'll provide the needed info for you.
Thanks!
Peggy Perry
President, Iowa County Genealogical Society
Visit us at: http://www.friendsnfamily.net/wiiowagensoc/index.html
Moderator for The Obituary Daily Times
For Obituaries from around the world - visit us at:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~obituary
County Coordinator for the Wisconsin GenWeb Program - Iowa County
Visit us at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~wiiowa
Owner of the Iowa County Wisconsin Mailing list

to subscribe <wiiowa-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
Co-Owner of the GenMsc mailing list
to subscribe: <genmsc-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
----- Original Message ----From: Don Litzer <dlitzer@scls.lib.wi.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2000 3:36 PM
Subject: [genealib] looking for a good home
> Dear List,
>
> >From my personal collection, I am weeding Vol. 2, #6 (1990(2)) and Vol.
2,
> #7 (1991(1)) of North Irish Roots: Journal of the North of Ireland Family
> History Society.
>
> Let me know if you would like me to send these to you. Any consideration
> for postage, etc. would be appreciated as a courtesy.
>
>
> Don Litzer
> Head of Adult Services
> McMillan Memorial Library
> 490 E. Grand Avenue
> Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
> (715) 423-1040
>
> "Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: PEGMAR@MHTC.NET
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>

From dmoneta at dlapr.lib.az.us Wed Jan 12 16:22:14 2000
From: dmoneta at dlapr.lib.az.us (Daniela Moneta)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: looking for a good home
In-Reply-To: <LYR6421-53474-2000.01.12-16.35.05--DMONETA#DLAPR.LIB.AZ.US
@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4.1.20000112162033.00b3e860@dlapr.lib.az.us>
Dear Don,
We would love to have these and can reimburse you in postage stamps.
Arizona State Library
Genealogy Collection
1700 W. Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007
Let me know by email if you can send them and how much so I can get the
stamps to you.
Thanks,
Daniela

At 03:36 PM 1/12/00 -0600, you wrote:
>Dear List,
>
>From my personal collection, I am weeding Vol. 2, #6 (1990(2)) and Vol. 2,
>#7 (1991(1)) of North Irish Roots: Journal of the North of Ireland Family
>History Society.
>
>Let me know if you would like me to send these to you. Any consideration
>for postage, etc. would be appreciated as a courtesy.
>
>
>Don Litzer
>Head of Adult Services
>McMillan Memorial Library
>490 E. Grand Avenue
>Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
>(715) 423-1040
>
>"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: DMONETA@DLAPR.LIB.AZ.US
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
Daniela Moneta / Collection Development Librarian / Genealogy Librarian
Arizona State Dept of Library, Archives, and Public Records
E-mail: dmoneta@dlapr.lib.az.us / Phone: 602-542-3701 / Fax: 602-542-4400

From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us Wed Jan 12 17:38:06 2000
From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:29 2003
Subject: looking for a good home
In-Reply-To: <LYR6352-53496-2000.01.12-17.42.50--DLITZER#SCLS.LIB.WI.US@
lists.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <LYR6428-53474-2000.01.12-16.35.05-PEGMAR#MHTC.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20000112173806.00796cc0@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>
Peggy,
It's your lucky day...they're yours!
E-mail me your contact info and I'll get them out!
At 04:42 PM 1/12/00 -0600, you wrote:
>Hi Don,
>If these are still available, ICGS would love to have them.
>
>Let me know and I'll provide the needed info for you.
>Thanks!
>Peggy Perry
>
> President, Iowa County Genealogical Society
> Visit us at: http://www.friendsnfamily.net/wiiowagensoc/index.html
> Moderator for The Obituary Daily Times
> For Obituaries from around the world - visit us at:

>http://www.rootsweb.com/~obituary
> County Coordinator for the Wisconsin GenWeb Program - Iowa County
> Visit us at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~wiiowa
>Owner of the Iowa County Wisconsin Mailing list
> to subscribe <wiiowa-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
>Co-Owner of the GenMsc mailing list
> to subscribe: <genmsc-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
>----- Original Message ---->From: Don Litzer <dlitzer@scls.lib.wi.us>
>To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
>Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2000 3:36 PM
>Subject: [genealib] looking for a good home
>
>
>> Dear List,
>>
>> >From my personal collection, I am weeding Vol. 2, #6 (1990(2)) and Vol.
>2,
>> #7 (1991(1)) of North Irish Roots: Journal of the North of Ireland Family
>> History Society.
>>
>> Let me know if you would like me to send these to you. Any consideration
>> for postage, etc. would be appreciated as a courtesy.
>>
>>
>> Don Litzer
>> Head of Adult Services
>> McMillan Memorial Library
>> 490 E. Grand Avenue
>> Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
>> (715) 423-1040
>>
>> "Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
>>
>> -->> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: PEGMAR@MHTC.NET
>> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
>$subst('Email.Unsub')
>>
>>
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: DLITZER@SCLS.LIB.WI.US
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>
>
Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040
"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us

Wed Jan 12 17:47:56 2000

From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: north irish roots
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20000112174756.007ba840@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>
Regarding the below, they have been spoken for.

Thanks for your support!

>From my personal collection, I am weeding Vol. 2, #6 (1990(2)) and Vol. 2,
>#7 (1991(1)) of North Irish Roots: Journal of the North of Ireland Family
>History Society.
>Let me know if you would like me to send these to you.
>for postage, etc. would be appreciated as a courtesy.

Any consideration

Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040
"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
From pegmar at mhtc.net Wed Jan 12 21:38:48 2000
From: pegmar at mhtc.net (The Perrys)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: looking for a good home
References: <LYR6428-53474-2000.01.12-16.35.05-PEGMAR#MHTC.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu> <LYR6428-53502-2000.01.12-18.38.17-PEGMAR#MHTC.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000b01bf5d77$ceb93980$25812e9c@mhtc>
Hi!
Great!
Our address is:
ICGS
PO Box 321
Dodgeville, WI 53533-0321
OR if you need a physical address you can send them to:
Mark Perry
% MHIC
825 S Iowa St
Dodgeville, WI 53533
Thanks!
Peggy Perry
President, Iowa County Genealogical Society
Visit us at: http://www.friendsnfamily.net/wiiowagensoc/index.html
Moderator for The Obituary Daily Times
For Obituaries from around the world - visit us at:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~obituary
County Coordinator for the Wisconsin GenWeb Program - Iowa County

Visit us at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~wiiowa
Owner of the Iowa County Wisconsin Mailing list
to subscribe <wiiowa-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
Co-Owner of the GenMsc mailing list
to subscribe: <genmsc-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
----- Original Message ----From: Don Litzer <dlitzer@scls.lib.wi.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2000 5:38 PM
Subject: [genealib] Re: looking for a good home
> Peggy,
> It's your lucky day...they're yours!
> E-mail me your contact info and I'll get them out!
>
>
> At 04:42 PM 1/12/00 -0600, you wrote:
> >Hi Don,
> >If these are still available, ICGS would love to have them.
> >
> >Let me know and I'll provide the needed info for you.
> >Thanks!
> >Peggy Perry
> >
> > President, Iowa County Genealogical Society
> > Visit us at: http://www.friendsnfamily.net/wiiowagensoc/index.html
> > Moderator for The Obituary Daily Times
> > For Obituaries from around the world - visit us at:
> >http://www.rootsweb.com/~obituary
> > County Coordinator for the Wisconsin GenWeb Program - Iowa County
> > Visit us at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~wiiowa
> >Owner of the Iowa County Wisconsin Mailing list
> > to subscribe <wiiowa-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
> >Co-Owner of the GenMsc mailing list
> > to subscribe: <genmsc-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
> >----- Original Message ----> >From: Don Litzer <dlitzer@scls.lib.wi.us>
> >To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
> >Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2000 3:36 PM
> >Subject: [genealib] looking for a good home
> >
> >
> >> Dear List,
> >>
> >> >From my personal collection, I am weeding Vol. 2, #6 (1990(2)) and
Vol.
> >2,
> >> #7 (1991(1)) of North Irish Roots: Journal of the North of Ireland
Family
> >> History Society.
> >>
> >> Let me know if you would like me to send these to you. Any
consideration
> >> for postage, etc. would be appreciated as a courtesy.
> >>
> >>
> >> Don Litzer
> >> Head of Adult Services

> >> McMillan Memorial Library
> >> 490 E. Grand Avenue
> >> Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
> >> (715) 423-1040
> >>
> >> "Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
> >>
> >> --> >> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: PEGMAR@MHTC.NET
> >> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
> >$subst('Email.Unsub')
> >>
> >>
> >
> >
> >--> >You are currently subscribed to genealib as: DLITZER@SCLS.LIB.WI.US
> >To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
> >
> >
> >
> Don Litzer
> Head of Adult Services
> McMillan Memorial Library
> 490 E. Grand Avenue
> Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
> (715) 423-1040
>
> "Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: PEGMAR@MHTC.NET
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>

From ksmith at greenapple.com Thu Jan 13 06:27:55 2000
From: ksmith at greenapple.com (Karen S. Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: library lock-ins
In-Reply-To: <LYR31160-53485-2000.01.12-17.07.10--ksmith#greenapple.com@
lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <200001131127.GAA21330@core.greenapple.com>
I am not a genealogical librarian but I am a volunteer in the genealogical
collection at the Fairfield County District Library in Lancaster, Ohio as
well as being affiliated with the Fairfield Co. Chapter of The Ohio
Genealogical Society. We have a wonderful working relationship with the
library and have had a lockin the last 4 years at the library. I actually
got the idea from the public library in Emporia, Kansas where my cousin was
the genealogical librarian. Anyway, we usually have at least 50 people
attend. We don't charge for this event since it is held in the public
library. There is always just 1 paid library employee and she arranges her
schedule so that she comes in at 4:00 pm and works until midnight. That
way the library doesn't have to pay anyone overtime. We ask that everyone

bring a snack to share and we make sure that we
to help researchers. We usually have some door
don't have to stay a certain length of time but
building they are not allowed to return (unless
cicumstances).

have plenty of volunteers
prizes and those who come
once they leave the
there are special

Hope this helps and if you would like more input from a former genealogical
librarian with a lot of experience holding lock-ins please feel free to
e-mail Gayle Gardner at gayle1@wheatstate.com
Karen
From stuart at samjraymond.softnet.co.uk Thu Jan 13 11:42:56 2000
From: stuart at samjraymond.softnet.co.uk (Stuart Raymond)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: Londoners Occupations: a genealogical guide
Message-ID: <032301bf5dbe$3b41ca40$65075cc3@stuart>
I am currently updating my 'Londoners Occupations: a genealogical
guide', which is to be published by the Federation of Faily History
Societies, and which aims to identify published sources on occupations
in the historic City of London & County of Middlesex which are likely to
be of genealogical interest. In the years since the first edition was
published, I have identified many additional titles, which will be
incorporated in the 2nd edition. However,in a book of this nature it is
impossible for any one individual to identify everything
that is likely to be relevant. It occurs to me that some people on this
list may have used the 1st edition, and perhaps have noticed errors and
omissions, or know of books which have been published since. If this is
the case, I would be grateful if I could be informed of items which
ought to be included in the 2nd edition. Please reply to my email
address below.
Thanks for your help.
Stuart Raymond, Genealogical Bibliographer, Publisher & Bookseller
P.O.Box 35, Exeter, EX1 3YZ, U.K. stuart@samjraymond.softnet.co.uk
Ph.
(01392) 252193
Visit http://www.soft.net.uk/samjraymond/igb.htm for British
genealogical
books.
To join the mailing list genealogyuk go to
http://www.onelist.com/subscribe.cgi/genealogyuk
To send messages, use genealogyuk@onelist.com

From amm at vlc.lib.mi.us Thu Jan 13 14:07:53 2000
From: amm at vlc.lib.mi.us (Anna Mae Maday)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: library lock-ins
In-Reply-To: <LYR6335-53557-2000.01.13-07.19.53--

AMM#VLC.LIB.MI.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.OSF.4.20.0001131403140.22314-100000@valley.vlc.lib.mi.us>
The only similar functions we have had were in conjunction with
workshops or seminars put on by our local genealogical groups. Maybe about
3 in 20 yrs.
Our library closes at 5 on Fridays, and the seminars took place on
Saturdays. We called them "early-birds" and there was no charge to use
the library. We usually opened from 530-9 for persons who had come from
out of town to attend the seminars. And of course they paid for the
seminars, but they were usually held at a different location than the
library.

Anna Mae Maday
Eddy Historical & Genealogy Collection
Hoyt Public Library
505 Janes Ave
Saginaw MI 48607
amm@vlc.lib.mi.us
517-755-9827

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Thu Jan 13 11:17:02 2000
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: University Resources: America--History--Indexes; America--Indexes;
American literature--Indexes and the American Journey Online.
Message-ID: <387E24AE.2BD12841@dcn.davis.ca.us>
Author:
Molnar, John Edgar
Title:
Author-title index to Joseph Sabin's
Dictionary of books relating to America.
Publisher:
Metuchen, N.J., Scarecrow Press, 1974.
Description:
3 v. (vi, 3196 p.) 22 cm.
Language:
English
Subjects:
Sabin, Joseph,--1821-1881-Dictionary of books relating to America--Indexes.
Author:
Thompson, Lawrence Sidney, 1916Title:
The new Sabin; books described by
Joseph Sabin and his successors, now described again
on the basis of examination of originals, and fully indexed
by title, subject, joint authors, and institutions and agencies,
by Lawrence S. Thompson.
Publisher:
Troy, N.Y., Whitston Pub. Co., 1974<1984
>
Description:
v. <1-8, 10
> 24 cm.
Notes:
Accompanied by yearly indexes which
are replaced every 5 years by a cumulative index volume.
Language:
English
Subjects:
America--Bibliography.
Other entries:
Sabin, Joseph, 1821-1881 Dictionary

of books relating to America.
COMPUTER FILE
Title:
The Sabin collection catalog
Publisher:
Woodbridge, CT : Primary Source Media,
c1997.
Description:
1 computer laser optical disc ; 4 3/4 in.
Notes:
Title from disc label.
"This comprehensive index accesses 14,000+ titles from
Primary Source Media's Sabin Collection on microform ...
based on Joseph Sabin's extensive bibliography, Bibliotheca
Americana, A Dictionary of Books Relating to America
from its Discovery to the Present Time."
386 or better IBM-compatible PC with at least 4 MB
of RAM and 5 MB of free hard disk space, MS DOS 5.0
and Windows 3.1 or better, color VGA monitor,
double-speed CD-ROM drive, mouse, printer is optional.
Language:
English
Subjects:
Sabin, Joseph,--1821-1881--Dictionary
of books relating to America--Indexes.
American literature--Indexes
America--History--Indexes.
Other entries: Primary Source Media Limited
http://www.psmedia.com/site/index.html
"Primary Source Microfilm,
an imprint of Gale Group,
is the leading publisher of
primary source research
materials. Formerly known
as Primary Source Media
and Research Publications,
the 33-year-old company
enjoys a worldwide
reputation for providing
academic and public
libraries with access to
some of the world's most
important research and
reference materials."
SEE ALSO:
Primary Source Media: American Journey Online
http://www.americanjourney.psmedia.com/
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/homepage.htm#Here
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th]
Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]

From ill at citlib.org Thu Jan 13 14:47:03 2000
From: ill at citlib.org (Inter Library Loan ill)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003

Subject: looking for a good home
References: <LYR105084-53474-2000.01.12-16.35.05-ill#citlib.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <387E2BB7.E6998DCD@citlib.org>
We would be interested for our collection, Would $5.00 cover the postage?
Ella

Ann Hatfield,

Citizens

Library

55 S.

College St.
Washigton, PA 15301
Don Litzer wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dear List,
>From my personal collection, I am weeding Vol. 2, #6 (1990(2)) and Vol. 2,
#7 (1991(1)) of North Irish Roots: Journal of the North of Ireland Family
History Society.
Let me know if you would like me to send these to you.
for postage, etc. would be appreciated as a courtesy.

Any consideration

Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040
"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: ill@citlib.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From cheryls at gwmail.plano.gov Thu Jan 13 15:22:26 2000
From: cheryls at gwmail.plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: library lock-ins
Message-ID: <s87dedd9.092@gwmail.plano.gov>
Our Genealogy Friends of Plano Libraries, Inc. gives a lock-in quarterly. It is
always on Friday nights from 6-11pm. They've just begun stretching it from 5:30 to
11. They do charge $10 plus $4 for pizza. We have a program room where we can
eat.
The lock-in serves two purposes. It is a fundraiser plus a learning experience for
our genealogy patrons. The Gen. Friends provide volunteers for instructing the
patrons and we provide 2 librarians and a page for any assistances and security.
We have an average of 45 total that attend. Some of the areas of instruction are:
Introduction to Library, How to begin, Family History Computer, CD computer (census
and census indexes, marriage indexes, etc.), microfilm reader/printers, Internet

and Ancestry.com, some one on one time, and time to do personal research.
It is a big success. The Dallas Morning News Plano News section just had an
article on it. The lock-ins began in 1998.
I believe a society would really need to put it together. It takes a lot of time
and energy. A staff member does have to be present for security reasons. I don't
think you have to charge but it is a good fundraiser. The Gen. Friends have been
able to add significantly to the Genealogy collection. Does that answer some of
your questions?
Cheryl Smith
Harrington Library
Plano, TX
cheryls@gwmail.plano.gov

From JulieKidd at compuserve.com Thu Jan 13 17:04:38 2000
From: JulieKidd at compuserve.com (Julie Kidd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: library lock-ins
Message-ID: <200001131704_MC2-94A6-3747@compuserve.com>
We are not a public library, we are a private, society library. But, I
thought I'd throw my two cents worth in, anyway.
We have done this a few times, and it's always very popular. We stole the
idea from the Iowa Genealogical Society, which, again, is a private society
library. So we don't have to deal with the money issue and where it goes.
We've charged $10 - and run it from 6 pm to 6 am, and call it an
"All-Nighter" rather than a lock in. I think tha Iowa called it a Slumber
Party. Most don't make it all night, but lots do. Half the cost goes to
snacks & pizza at midnight. The other half goes to purchasing library
materials.
Nobody has ever complained about the cost -- they have most all been
members who can use the library for free -- they love the opportunity. We
usually get lots of people from out of town who take the opportunity to do
a long stretch of research.
Julie
JulieKidd@compuserve.com
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JulieKidd/
From cyndihow at oz.net Fri Jan 14 18:26:35 2000
From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: Fwd: [APG] Re: Library won't accept genealogy books
Message-ID: <4.2.2.20000114182526.00d86ed0@mail.oz.net>
Forwarding from APG, which was forwarded from GEN_SOCIETIES-L.
Cc: to the original author: Joyce Gore Locke
Cyndi

>Resent-Date: Fri, 14 Jan 2000 16:21:28 -0800 (PST)
>Date: Fri, 14 Jan 2000 16:20:43 -0800
>From: Jana Knopf <jknopf@leads.com>
>X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
>Old-To: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>Subject: [APG] Re: Library won't accept genealogy books
>To: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>Resent-From: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>X-Mailing-List: <APG-L@rootsweb.com> archive/latest/1292
>X-Loop: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>Resent-Sender: APG-L-request@rootsweb.com
>
>I am forwarding this message from the GEN-SOCIETIES list which is not
>very active. I thought surely someone on this list would have the
>insight and know how to win over this librarian. Thanks.
>Jana
>
>Subject:
[GEN_SOCIETIES] We need your help!
>Resent-Date: Fri, 14 Jan 2000 12:09:50 -0800 (PST)
>Resent-From: GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
>Date:
Fri, 14 Jan 2000 13:06:38 -0700
>From:
Joyce Gore Locke <jglocke@yucca.net>
>Reply-To:
GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
>
To:
GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
>
>I hope some of our experienced members of the list can help me out
>here.....
>
>Our little society was soooo proud to have raised about $1,500 dollars
>profit from our very first fundraiser in 1999. With only a dozen or so
>members, that has to be pretty good.
>
>We jumped right in, buying books and cds to place in our local library,
>never dreaming that they might not be accepted. After all, we wanted
>them!
>
>Our librarian admits up front that she has little or no interest in
>genealogy. Our collection was there when she came and very little has
>been added. Those additions have been of a general 'how-to' nature,
>except for some TN census books.
>
>During a recent meeting between her and a couple of our members, she
>expressed her belief that any book on a specific county in any state,
>cannot be of value to more than one researcher in our county. This is
>deemed, by her, to be self-serving and not acceptable to the collection
>development which aims to serve the entire county.
>
>Since there is no actual collection development policy in place for the
>genealogy department, we want to work with her and come up with a
>solution that we can all live with. She has expressed a willingness to
>do this, but we are going to have to prove to her the validity of our
>selections.
>
>My question is: How can we justify buying and collecting records for
>ANY specific county?
>
>I am hoping that some of you who work with libraries can help with
>this. Any help any of you can give me on this will be greatly

>appreciated. Feel free to post to the list, or to me privately at
>jglocke@yucca.net
Posting to the list might help other beginning
>societies avoid some of the pitfalls though.
>
>Joyce Locke
>
>
>
>
>
>
>==== APG Mailing List ====
>The Association of Professional Genealogists
>************* 1979 to 1999 *****************
>
Celebrating 20 years of excellence!

From centans at tampabay.rr.com Sat Jan 15 07:55:50 2000
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: Fwd: [APG] Re: Library won't accept genealogy books
References: <LYR65145-54058-2000.01.14-21.39.54-centans#tampabay.rr.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38806E56.D695448F@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi Folks,
Some libraries allow a genealogy society to retain ownership of the genealogy
collection, but
store it on open shelves for an unlimited amount of time. Usually the library
encourages volunteers
from the genealogy society to man the area and help genealogical researchers, even
if they are
not wise enough to hire a genealogical librarian.
For more info on genealogy societies, see the Genealogy Societies section of my
online tutorial Librarian's Guide to Helping Patron's with Genealogical Research:
http://home.tampabay.rr.com/centans/libguide.html
Sharon Centanne
Genealogical Research Instructor and Library Science Major
Cyndi Howells wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Forwarding from APG, which was forwarded from GEN_SOCIETIES-L.
Cc: to the original author: Joyce Gore Locke
Cyndi
>Resent-Date: Fri, 14 Jan 2000 16:21:28 -0800 (PST)
>Date: Fri, 14 Jan 2000 16:20:43 -0800
>From: Jana Knopf <jknopf@leads.com>
>X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
>Old-To: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>Subject: [APG] Re: Library won't accept genealogy books
>To: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>Resent-From: APG-L@rootsweb.com

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>X-Mailing-List: <APG-L@rootsweb.com> archive/latest/1292
>X-Loop: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>Resent-Sender: APG-L-request@rootsweb.com
>
>I am forwarding this message from the GEN-SOCIETIES list which is not
>very active. I thought surely someone on this list would have the
>insight and know how to win over this librarian. Thanks.
>Jana
>
>Subject:
[GEN_SOCIETIES] We need your help!
>Resent-Date: Fri, 14 Jan 2000 12:09:50 -0800 (PST)
>Resent-From: GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
>Date:
Fri, 14 Jan 2000 13:06:38 -0700
>From:
Joyce Gore Locke <jglocke@yucca.net>
>Reply-To:
GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
>
To:
GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
>
>I hope some of our experienced members of the list can help me out
>here.....
>
>Our little society was soooo proud to have raised about $1,500 dollars
>profit from our very first fundraiser in 1999. With only a dozen or so
>members, that has to be pretty good.
>
>We jumped right in, buying books and cds to place in our local library,
>never dreaming that they might not be accepted. After all, we wanted
>them!
>
>Our librarian admits up front that she has little or no interest in
>genealogy. Our collection was there when she came and very little has
>been added. Those additions have been of a general 'how-to' nature,
>except for some TN census books.
>
>During a recent meeting between her and a couple of our members, she
>expressed her belief that any book on a specific county in any state,
>cannot be of value to more than one researcher in our county. This is
>deemed, by her, to be self-serving and not acceptable to the collection
>development which aims to serve the entire county.
>
>Since there is no actual collection development policy in place for the
>genealogy department, we want to work with her and come up with a
>solution that we can all live with. She has expressed a willingness to
>do this, but we are going to have to prove to her the validity of our
>selections.
>
>My question is: How can we justify buying and collecting records for
>ANY specific county?
>
>I am hoping that some of you who work with libraries can help with
>this. Any help any of you can give me on this will be greatly
>appreciated. Feel free to post to the list, or to me privately at
>jglocke@yucca.net
Posting to the list might help other beginning
>societies avoid some of the pitfalls though.
>
>Joyce Locke
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>==== APG Mailing List ====
>The Association of Professional Genealogists
>************* 1979 to 1999 *****************
>
Celebrating 20 years of excellence!
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: centans@tampabay.rr.com
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From wooddi at oplin.lib.oh.us Sat Jan 15 09:16:10 2000
From: wooddi at oplin.lib.oh.us (Dianne Wood)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: library lock-ins
Message-ID: <01BF5F3D.FEA4A4F0@GENEALOGYCO>
Last Year we planned a lock-In in July and the response was so great that we had to
have two to accommodate the patrons. These were very successful. Ours was a joint
effort between the genealogy society and the library. The GS provided Pizza and
snacks, and many volunteers to assist the patrons with the computers. We used all
the public Internet computers throughout the library and we also had Three Library
staff for each area i.e. Local & Family History, Adult Services Area, and AudioVisual Area. We are very fortunate here because we have Library staff who were
willing to help with the Lock-In. One comment A Genealogy Lock-In is a lot of work
but it has been a very successful program and we are planning to do this annually.
Dianne Wood, Genealogy Coordinator
Findlay-Hancock County Public Library
206 Broadway
Findlay, OH 45840
wooddi @oplin.lib.oh.us
-----Original Message----From: Paul Follett [SMTP:pfollett@cityof.lawton.ok.us]
Sent: Thursday, January 13, 2000 4:58 PM
To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject:
[genealib] library lock-ins
I am seeking comments and experiences from public
librarians who have had library lock-ins. I know the
Dallas Genealogical Society has held several at the Dallas
Public Library and they raise a good amonts of money.
My patrons have expressed a desire that I hold one at
our library, but first, I have several questions.
1. Most lock-ins that I know of are sponsored by a society,
so, who gets the money? Has anybody had problems with
their city objecting if the society gets the funds and uses it
to buy material for the library? (If my library gets the funds
I know it will have to all go into the city's general fund, period.
In that case, I just lost interest in this whole thing!)
2. Security problems, the library will not want to staff the
building with anyone other than me.
3. My boss is also worried about the propriety of people paying
to use a public library, even if it is after hours.
There are probably other issues and questions I haven't
thought of yet.

I will appreciate all comments.
Paul Follett
pfollett@cityof.lawton.ok.us
Genealogy Librarian
Lawton Public Library
110 SW 4th St.
Lawton, OK << File: ATT00000.htm >>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 4827 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000115/
e0ecd8a0/attachment.bin
From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Sat Jan 15 10:27:43 2000
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: Library won't accept genealogy books (fwd)
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1000115102014.19695C-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
Hi!
Your query got forwarded to the Genealib listserve, as you'll see below.
I snipped a little to save on space. My comments follow yours.
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
---------- Forwarded message ---------Date: Fri, 14 Jan 2000 18:26:35 -0800
From: Cyndi Howells <cyndihow@oz.net>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: jglocke@yucca.net
Subject: [genealib] Fwd: [APG] Re: Library won't accept genealogy books
Forwarding from APG, which was forwarded from GEN_SOCIETIES-L.
Cc: to the original author: Joyce Gore Locke
Cyndi
>Subject:
[GEN_SOCIETIES] We need your help!
>Resent-Date: Fri, 14 Jan 2000 12:09:50 -0800 (PST)
>Resent-From: GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
>Date:
Fri, 14 Jan 2000 13:06:38 -0700
>From:
Joyce Gore Locke <jglocke@yucca.net>
>Reply-To:
GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
>
To:
GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
[snip]
>My question is: How can we justify buying and collecting records for
>ANY specific county?

By showing historical migration patterns. If a large number of people in
County A came originally came from County B, or another state or country,
then you have a case for buying the materials about those places.
My city, for example, has more Polish-Americans per capita than just about
any other, so we buy *everything* that pertains to Polish genealogy.
Hope this helps!

From claire.kluskens at arch1.nara.gov Sat Jan 15 11:27:21 2000
From: claire.kluskens at arch1.nara.gov (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: New NARA microfilm publication M1481 available
Message-ID: <s88059dc.019@smtp.nara.gov>
The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) announces the availability
of new NARA microfilm publication M1481, Alphabetical Card Manifests of Alien
Arrivals at Alexandria Bay, Cape Vincent, Champlain, Clayton, Fort Covington,
Mooers, Rouses Point, Thousand Island Bridge, and Trout River, New York, July 1929April 1956. 3 rolls. This contains over 22,000 alien arrivals at those ports.
National Archives Microfilm Publications can be purchased for $34 ($39 to foreign
addresses) per roll.
Credit card orders are accepted. Call 1-800-234-8861.
publication number and roll number(s).

Specify microfilm

Or, write to National Archives and Records Administration, Attn: Product
Development and Distribution Staff (NWCP), 700 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Washington,
DC 20408-0001, and enclose your check made payable to "National Archives Trust Fund
Board." Specify microfilm publication number and roll number(s). Institional
purchase orders are also accepted.
Claire Prechtel-Kluskens
Archivist/Genealogy Specialist
Archives I Research Room Support Branch (NWCC1)
700 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
National Archives, Washington, DC 20408
claire.kluskens@ARCH1.nara.gov

From claire.kluskens at arch1.nara.gov Sat Jan 15 12:34:51 2000
From: claire.kluskens at arch1.nara.gov (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: New NARA microfilm publication M1482
Message-ID: <s88069b2.048@smtp.nara.gov>
The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) announces the availability
of new NARA microfilm publication M1482, Soundex Card Manifests of Alien and
Citizen Arrivals at Hogansburg, Malone, Morristown, Nyando, Ogdensburg,
Rooseveltown, and Waddington, New York, July 1929-April 1956. 3 rolls. This
contains nearly 19,000 arrivals at those ports.

National Archives Microfilm Publications can be purchased for $34 ($39 to foreign
addresses) per roll.
Credit card orders are accepted. Call 1-800-234-8861.
publication number and roll number(s).

Specify microfilm

Or, write to National Archives and Records Administration, Attn: Product
Development and Distribution Staff (NWCP), 700 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Washington,
DC 20408-0001, and enclose your check made payable to "National Archives Trust Fund
Board." Specify microfilm publication number and roll number(s). Institional
purchase orders are also accepted.
Claire Prechtel-Kluskens
Archivist/Genealogy Specialist
Archives I Research Room Support Branch (NWCC1)
700 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
National Archives, Washington, DC 20408

From claire.kluskens at arch1.nara.gov Sat Jan 15 13:00:55 2000
From: claire.kluskens at arch1.nara.gov (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: New NARA microfilm publication M1761 available
Message-ID: <s8806fb2.061@smtp.nara.gov>
The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) annouces the availability
of new NARA microfilm publication M1761, Index to Passenger Arrivals at San Diego,
California, ca. 1904-ca. 1952. 6 rolls. Reproduces over 89,000 index cards.
National Archives Microfilm Publications can be purchased for $34 ($39 to foreign
addresses) per roll.
Credit card orders are accepted. Call 1-800-234-8861.
publication number and roll number(s).

Specify microfilm

Or, write to National Archives and Records Administration, Attn: Product
Development and Distribution Staff (NWCP), 700 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Washington,
DC 20408-0001, and enclose your check made payable to "National Archives Trust Fund
Board." Specify microfilm publication number and roll number(s). Institional
purchase orders are also accepted.
Claire Prechtel-Kluskens
Archivist/Genealogy Specialist
Archives I Research Room Support Branch (NWCC1)
700 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
National Archives, Washington, DC 20408

From mmcnabb at kokomo.lib.in.us Mon Jan 17 10:31:57 2000
From: mmcnabb at kokomo.lib.in.us (Michele McNabb)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: lock-ins
Message-ID: <695CC2F65FD6D11180ED006008AF25F52F9DF7@kokonut.kokomo.lib.in.us>
Over the past 4 years our library has hosted 2-3 "Genealogy for Nightowls"

lock-ins a year that have been very successful. Responsibility for
organizing them has alternated between our department (about 2/3s of the
time) and the local genealogical society. Our library administration has
looked at it as a mixture of service to patrons and good publicity for our
department. They've been held on Friday evenings from library closing at
5:30 to 1 a.m. Generally, all dept'l staff work part of the time (I'm
generally on the late-late shift), and get to do their own genealogy (or go
home) the remaining time. There is also a custodian for locking people out
of the building and accompanying them to their vehicles, who otherwise works
on special projects in the building (s/he gets fed during the event as
well).
Part of the event has been a catered buffet dinner and midnight snack, and
periodic door prizes (paid for or 'acquired' by the sponsoring body); the
charge has usually been $8-10 for society members and $10-12 for
non-members, with library staff gratis. This covers the meal and door
prizes, so we don't look at it as a fund-raiser. We generally advertise it
for non-beginners and have always had a full house, with most participants
staying until we sweep them out the door at 1am! We have also offered
computer disks for sale and scanning services for patrons. Since many of
our local genealogists work shifts at the local auto plants, they welcome a
non-standard time to be able to come in to do research. Our department can
only accommodate 25, so setting up extra work tables and bringing in an
extra microfilm reader from another dept. isn't a major problem. Food is
eaten at tables in an adjacent hallway (although these evenings we do allow
drinks in the department in tightly-lidded travel mugs), and there is access
to a staff lounge for more comfort, soft drinks and restrooms.
It's been a lot of fun and I highly recommend it as an activity for other
libraries.
Michele McNabb
*************************************************************************
Michele McNabb, Head
tel: 765.457.3242, ext. 44
Genealogy & Local History Services fax: 765.457.3683
Kokomo-Howard County Public Library mmcnabb@kokomo.lib.in.us
Kokomo IN 46901-4614
http://kokomo.lib.in.us/genealogy/

From kdm at ckls.org Mon Jan 17 15:41:16 2000
From: kdm at ckls.org (Kathy Mitchum)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: Fwd: [APG] Re: Library won't accept genealogy books
In-Reply-To: <LYR6180-54058-2000.01.14-21.39.54--KDM#CKLS.ORG@lists.acom
p.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <200001172145.PAA23950@services.kansasweb.com>
One place for the society and the librarian to look is at the "Guidelines
for developing beginning genealogical collections and services" at
http://nosferatu.cas.usf.edu/lis/genealib/glines-revised.html (there is a
link to this from the LSG page!
This shows that not only should local history items be pursued and
collected, but areas from which a large portion of the area migrated from,
both domestically and internationally should be covered. In this area,
anything dealing with German backgrounds, Germans from Russia, and Czechs
are vital because of the local settlement patterns.

Another factor would be -- who is paying for the materials? If it's the
genealogical society, it's members research areas would be valid,
especially if several are researching in the same general area. If housing
is a problem, perhaps the society could also help with new shelving, etc.
It is also important to clarify who actually "owns" the books once they are
housed at the library!
kdm

At 06:26 PM 1/14/00 -0800, you wrote:
>Forwarding from APG, which was forwarded from GEN_SOCIETIES-L.
>Cc: to the original author: Joyce Gore Locke
>
>Cyndi
>
>
>>Resent-Date: Fri, 14 Jan 2000 16:21:28 -0800 (PST)
>>Date: Fri, 14 Jan 2000 16:20:43 -0800
>>From: Jana Knopf <jknopf@leads.com>
>>X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
>>Old-To: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>>Subject: [APG] Re: Library won't accept genealogy books
>>To: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>>Resent-From: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>>X-Mailing-List: <APG-L@rootsweb.com> archive/latest/1292
>>X-Loop: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>>Resent-Sender: APG-L-request@rootsweb.com
>>
>>I am forwarding this message from the GEN-SOCIETIES list which is not
>>very active. I thought surely someone on this list would have the
>>insight and know how to win over this librarian. Thanks.
>>Jana
>>
>>Subject:
[GEN_SOCIETIES] We need your help!
>>Resent-Date: Fri, 14 Jan 2000 12:09:50 -0800 (PST)
>>Resent-From: GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
>>Date:
Fri, 14 Jan 2000 13:06:38 -0700
>>From:
Joyce Gore Locke <jglocke@yucca.net>
>>Reply-To:
GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
>>
To:
GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
>>
>>I hope some of our experienced members of the list can help me out
>>here.....
>>
>>Our little society was soooo proud to have raised about $1,500 dollars
>>profit from our very first fundraiser in 1999. With only a dozen or so
>>members, that has to be pretty good.
>>
>>We jumped right in, buying books and cds to place in our local library,
>>never dreaming that they might not be accepted. After all, we wanted
>>them!
>>
>>Our librarian admits up front that she has little or no interest in
>>genealogy. Our collection was there when she came and very little has
>>been added. Those additions have been of a general 'how-to' nature,
>>except for some TN census books.
>>

>>During a recent meeting between her and a couple of our members, she
>>expressed her belief that any book on a specific county in any state,
>>cannot be of value to more than one researcher in our county. This is
>>deemed, by her, to be self-serving and not acceptable to the collection
>>development which aims to serve the entire county.
>>
>>Since there is no actual collection development policy in place for the
>>genealogy department, we want to work with her and come up with a
>>solution that we can all live with. She has expressed a willingness to
>>do this, but we are going to have to prove to her the validity of our
>>selections.
>>
>>My question is: How can we justify buying and collecting records for
>>ANY specific county?
>>
>>I am hoping that some of you who work with libraries can help with
>>this. Any help any of you can give me on this will be greatly
>>appreciated. Feel free to post to the list, or to me privately at
>>jglocke@yucca.net
Posting to the list might help other beginning
>>societies avoid some of the pitfalls though.
>>
>>Joyce Locke
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>==== APG Mailing List ====
>>The Association of Professional Genealogists
>>************* 1979 to 1999 *****************
>>
Celebrating 20 years of excellence!
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: KDM@CKLS.ORG
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
Kathy Mitchum
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head
Central Kansas Library System
kdm@ckls.org
From l.m.boyd at juno.com Mon Jan 17 22:48:52 2000
From: l.m.boyd at juno.com (Lauren M Boyd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: Fwd: [APG] Re: Library won't accept genealogy books
Message-ID: <20000117.225139.-391705.0.l.m.boyd@juno.com>
Dear Listmembers:
You may remember my posts last year.
I am the President of the Marin County Genealogical Society.
We had the distinct displeasure of being told to REMOVE our
collection from the County Library last year. We got no reprieve.
Our collection had been housed in the County Library for over

20 years. We had already been shifted from one branch to a
second one early in the history of our collection.
We have no building of our own and meet in a church
hall that we have rented for 2 nights a month for more than 15 years.
[They have no space for our library, so we did not even ask.]
The reason we were given was that they needed the space for
fiction and young adult books. Genealogy is the number one
hobby in America, but they have no room for us! And in all honesty,
I have heard that the new librarian for one of our branches has
Rudyard Kipling off the shelves and stacked in his office due to
space problems. For every book that is added, one must be removed.
Now all our books are packed in boxes and stored in a member's
garage. No one has access. It is a crying shame. Our collection
was not added to for years as the library limited our space and then
reduced it. Folks wanted to donate books. We gave some away and
we had silent auctions for others. It saddened the Board of Directors
to do this, but we had no other option.
I find that Historical Societies are better able to attract those social
butterflies that have money to donate than are Genealogical Societies.
We are working on establishing a closer tie with the Historical Societies
in our county, however, we still have no guarantee of space for our
collection.
Our founders worked toward establishing a library and over time, I
suppose
folks got complacent as our books were housed. Now it seems we are
back at square 1, only 23 years have passed. If anyone has good
information
on grants for buildings, we sure could use it! I have come to the
conclusion that
if we want a library, we must build one.
Regards,
Lauren
Lauren M. Boyd
President
Founder and Librarian, CD ROM Research Library [we circulate the disks to
members]
Marin County Genealogical Society

________________________________________________________________
YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
From jb at ksu.edu Tue Jan 18 06:51:55 2000
From: jb at ksu.edu (Jane Brown)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: Fwd: [APG] Re: Library won't accept genealogy

books

Message-ID: <001401bf61b2$cdce8540$bae58281@void.ksu.edu>
I read with interest your plight. Where is Mann County?
not tell me. I empathize with your Society.

Your e-mail address does

Jane Brown, president, Riley County Genealogical Society, Manhattan, KS
-----Original Message----From: Lauren M Boyd <l.m.boyd@juno.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tuesday, January 18, 2000 12:57 AM
Subject: [genealib] Re: Fwd: [APG] Re: Library won't accept genealogy books
>Dear Listmembers:
>
>You may remember my posts last year.
>
>I am the President of the Marin County Genealogical Society.
>We had the distinct displeasure of being told to REMOVE our
>collection from the County Library last year. We got no reprieve.
>Our collection had been housed in the County Library for over
>20 years. We had already been shifted from one branch to a
>second one early in the history of our collection.
>
>We have no building of our own and meet in a church
>hall that we have rented for 2 nights a month for more than 15 years.
>[They have no space for our library, so we did not even ask.]
>
>The reason we were given was that they needed the space for
>fiction and young adult books. Genealogy is the number one
>hobby in America, but they have no room for us! And in all honesty,
>I have heard that the new librarian for one of our branches has
>Rudyard Kipling off the shelves and stacked in his office due to
>space problems. For every book that is added, one must be removed.
>
>Now all our books are packed in boxes and stored in a member's
>garage. No one has access. It is a crying shame. Our collection
>was not added to for years as the library limited our space and then
>reduced it. Folks wanted to donate books. We gave some away and
>we had silent auctions for others. It saddened the Board of Directors
>to do this, but we had no other option.
>
>I find that Historical Societies are better able to attract those social
>butterflies that have money to donate than are Genealogical Societies.
>We are working on establishing a closer tie with the Historical Societies
>in our county, however, we still have no guarantee of space for our
>collection.
>
>Our founders worked toward establishing a library and over time, I
>suppose
>folks got complacent as our books were housed. Now it seems we are
>back at square 1, only 23 years have passed. If anyone has good
>information
>on grants for buildings, we sure could use it! I have come to the
>conclusion that
>if we want a library, we must build one.
>
>Regards,

>
>Lauren
>
>Lauren M. Boyd
>President
>Founder and Librarian, CD ROM Research Library [we circulate the disks to
>members]
>Marin County Genealogical Society
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________
>YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
>Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
>Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
>http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jb@ksu.edu
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000118/
da072ff8/attachment.htm
From kwestwoo at cwmarsmail.cwmars.org Tue Jan 18 08:41:13 2000
From: kwestwoo at cwmarsmail.cwmars.org (kwestwoo@cwmarsmail.cwmars.org)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: Fwd: [APG] Re: Library won't accept genealogy
In-Reply-To: <LYR6182-54358-2000.01.18-01.52.19-KWESTWOO#CWMARSMAIL.CWMARS.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <200001181337.IAA18379@cwmarsmail.cwmars.org>
While this won't help Marin County, it points out to the rest of us
how important it is to keep those pesky statistics, so we can
show how many people are using our collections. That way we, or our
directors, or our trustees, can justify the space allocation to
any challengers.
Katharine
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dear Listmembers:
You may remember my posts last year.
I am the President of the Marin County Genealogical Society.
We had the distinct displeasure of being told to REMOVE our
collection from the County Library last year. We got no reprieve.
Our collection had been housed in the County Library for over
20 years. We had already been shifted from one branch to a
second one early in the history of our collection.
We have no building of our own and meet in a church
hall that we have rented for 2 nights a month for more than 15 years.
[They have no space for our library, so we did not even ask.]
The reason we were given was that they needed the space for
fiction and young adult books. Genealogy is the number one
hobby in America, but they have no room for us! And in all honesty,
I have heard that the new librarian for one of our branches has
Rudyard Kipling off the shelves and stacked in his office due to

> space problems. For every book that is added, one must be removed.
>
> Now all our books are packed in boxes and stored in a member's
> garage. No one has access. It is a crying shame. Our collection
> was not added to for years as the library limited our space and then
> reduced it. Folks wanted to donate books. We gave some away and
> we had silent auctions for others. It saddened the Board of Directors
> to do this, but we had no other option.
>
> I find that Historical Societies are better able to attract those social
> butterflies that have money to donate than are Genealogical Societies.
> We are working on establishing a closer tie with the Historical Societies
> in our county, however, we still have no guarantee of space for our
> collection.
>
> Our founders worked toward establishing a library and over time, I
> suppose
> folks got complacent as our books were housed. Now it seems we are
> back at square 1, only 23 years have passed. If anyone has good
> information
> on grants for buildings, we sure could use it! I have come to the
> conclusion that
> if we want a library, we must build one.
>
> Regards,
>
> Lauren
>
> Lauren M. Boyd
> President
> Founder and Librarian, CD ROM Research Library [we circulate the disks to
> members]
> Marin County Genealogical Society
>
>
>
> ________________________________________________________________
> YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
> Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
> Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
> http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: KWESTWOO@CWMARSMAIL.CWMARS.ORG
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>
Katharine C. Westwood
Local History Librarian
Berkshire Athenaeum
1 Wendell Avenue
Pittsfield, Mass.
01201
(413) 499-9486
From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Tue Jan 18 09:15:32 2000
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: Fwd: [APG] Re: Library won't accept genealogy books

References: <LYR30436-54058-2000.01.14-21.39.54-daysa#oplin.lib.oh.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38847584.89B6966F@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Cyndi:
As a genealogy librarian who DOES do genealogy and is a member of my local
genealogy society, my suggestion would be that maybe they should try to encourage
this librarian to come to one of their genealogy meetings so that she could learn
the importance of these books. Then, the gen. soc. should have a very special
meeting that would show her this. Maybe they could express how they do their
research and how they have to become detectives and all that.
This may help their cause. Also, they would want to explain how much new interest
has been garnered into genealogy of late and how it could really bring more people
into the library!
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Steubenville, Ohio
Cyndi Howells wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Forwarding from APG, which was forwarded from GEN_SOCIETIES-L.
Cc: to the original author: Joyce Gore Locke
Cyndi
>Resent-Date: Fri, 14 Jan 2000 16:21:28 -0800 (PST)
>Date: Fri, 14 Jan 2000 16:20:43 -0800
>From: Jana Knopf <jknopf@leads.com>
>X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
>Old-To: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>Subject: [APG] Re: Library won't accept genealogy books
>To: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>Resent-From: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>X-Mailing-List: <APG-L@rootsweb.com> archive/latest/1292
>X-Loop: APG-L@rootsweb.com
>Resent-Sender: APG-L-request@rootsweb.com
>
>I am forwarding this message from the GEN-SOCIETIES list which is not
>very active. I thought surely someone on this list would have the
>insight and know how to win over this librarian. Thanks.
>Jana
>
>Subject:
[GEN_SOCIETIES] We need your help!
>Resent-Date: Fri, 14 Jan 2000 12:09:50 -0800 (PST)
>Resent-From: GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
>Date:
Fri, 14 Jan 2000 13:06:38 -0700
>From:
Joyce Gore Locke <jglocke@yucca.net>
>Reply-To:
GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
>
To:
GEN_SOCIETIES-L@rootsweb.com
>
>I hope some of our experienced members of the list can help me out
>here.....
>
>Our little society was soooo proud to have raised about $1,500 dollars
>profit from our very first fundraiser in 1999. With only a dozen or so
>members, that has to be pretty good.
>
>We jumped right in, buying books and cds to place in our local library,
>never dreaming that they might not be accepted. After all, we wanted

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>them!
>
>Our librarian admits up front that she has little or no interest in
>genealogy. Our collection was there when she came and very little has
>been added. Those additions have been of a general 'how-to' nature,
>except for some TN census books.
>
>During a recent meeting between her and a couple of our members, she
>expressed her belief that any book on a specific county in any state,
>cannot be of value to more than one researcher in our county. This is
>deemed, by her, to be self-serving and not acceptable to the collection
>development which aims to serve the entire county.
>
>Since there is no actual collection development policy in place for the
>genealogy department, we want to work with her and come up with a
>solution that we can all live with. She has expressed a willingness to
>do this, but we are going to have to prove to her the validity of our
>selections.
>
>My question is: How can we justify buying and collecting records for
>ANY specific county?
>
>I am hoping that some of you who work with libraries can help with
>this. Any help any of you can give me on this will be greatly
>appreciated. Feel free to post to the list, or to me privately at
>jglocke@yucca.net
Posting to the list might help other beginning
>societies avoid some of the pitfalls though.
>
>Joyce Locke
>
>
>
>
>
>
>==== APG Mailing List ====
>The Association of Professional Genealogists
>************* 1979 to 1999 *****************
>
Celebrating 20 years of excellence!
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: daysa@oplin.lib.oh.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us Tue Jan 18 09:15:32 2000
From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: It's nice to get PR when you can
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20000118091532.007b8190@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>
Just wanted to pass along a little success story, because you never know
when one will drop into your lap...
I had gotten a call from a correspondent at the local paper who was going
to be doing a feature. I had the presence of mind to chatter with her for
forty-five minutes and offer to set up a couple of photos for their
photographer the next day. The online condensed version of the article is

on the Web at:
http://www.wisinfo.com/centralwisconsinsunday/index.html
As usual, some of the "quotes" are actually slightly bowdlerized versions
of what we actually discussed over the phone. But the message has a chance
to get out, which is definitely a good thing.
The lesson? As much as anything, just to be ready to show off your
collection whenever the opportunity presents itself!

Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040
"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
From cyndihow at oz.net Tue Jan 18 19:15:15 2000
From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: Fwd: [APG] Re: Library won't accept genealogy books
In-Reply-To: <LYR31986-54396-2000.01.18-09.29.26--cyndihow#oz.net@lists.
acomp.usf.edu>
References: <LYR30436-54058-2000.01.14-21.39.54-daysa#oplin.lib.oh.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4.2.2.20000118191409.00a67ad0@mail.oz.net>
Hello all Thank you to all of the people here who shared their thoughts, advice and
opinions on the topic. I have forwarded your notes to the lady who
originally posted that message:
Joyce Gore Locke <jglocke@yucca.net>
Joyce wrote to tell me that she was very grateful for all the help she
received from everyone.
Thanks again - you're a great lot!
Cyndi

From gdala1 at hotmail.com Thu Jan 20 08:01:52 2000
From: gdala1 at hotmail.com (Amy Hay)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: International Vital Records Handbook
Message-ID: <20000120160152.30931.qmail@hotmail.com>
Hi All Our International Vital Records Handbook by Kemp is in shreds, and it has
been out-of-print for ages. Last I heard from the vendor (Gen Pub Co),
there was supposed to be a new edition published in November, but it is
still listed as out-of-print. Have any of you discovered a website that
accesses the vital records addresses and policies/prices of ALL states?

I've found and bookmarked individual states, but it would sure save time to
have a single source. I don't know about all of you, but I have patrons
using this source every day. If anyone has found a wonderful website or
alternate print source, could you let me know?
Thanks!
Amy
geneaogy@fspl.lib.ar.us or gdala1@hotmail.com
______________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free Email at http://www.hotmail.com

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Thu Jan 20 11:12:09 2000
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: International Vital Records Handbook
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-54948-2000.01.20-11.02.03-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1000120111152.25886A-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
On Thu, 20 Jan 2000, Amy Hay wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Our International Vital Records Handbook by Kemp is in shreds, and it has
been out-of-print for ages. Last I heard from the vendor (Gen Pub Co),
there was supposed to be a new edition published in November, but it is
still listed as out-of-print. Have any of you discovered a website that
accesses the vital records addresses and policies/prices of ALL states?
I've found and bookmarked individual states, but it would sure save time to
have a single source. I don't know about all of you, but I have patrons
using this source every day. If anyone has found a wonderful website or
alternate print source, could you let me know?

Give this a try:
http://www.vitalrec.com/
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm

From dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu Thu Jan 20 11:12:39 2000
From: dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: International Vital Records Handbook
In-Reply-To: <LYR6144-54948-2000.01.20-11.02.03-dsmith#luna.cas.usf.edu@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0001201111320.11282-100000@luna.cas.usf.edu>
On Thu, 20 Jan 2000, Amy Hay wrote:
> Have any of you discovered a website that accesses the vital records
> addresses and policies/prices of ALL states? I've found and
> bookmarked individual states, but it would sure save time to have a
> single source.
Amy, have you looked at http://www.vitalrec.com ?

Drew Smith
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu
(813) 974-6849

From ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us Thu Jan 20 10:17:20 2000
From: ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us (Anita Doering)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: Census cds
Message-ID: <38873510.57F69286@lacrosse.lib.wi.us>
In your opinion, who is the best vendor for census on cd-rom materials
and would you share their web address please.
Thanks!
-Anita Taylor Doering
Archivist
La Crosse Public Library
800 Main St.
La Crosse, WI 54601-4122
(608) 789-7156
fax: (608) 789-7106
http://www.lacrosse.lib.wi.us

From GenAnnual at aol.com Thu Jan 20 11:41:07 2000
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:30 2003
Subject: International Vital Records Handbook 4th edition, 800+ pages
Message-ID: <b5.410850.25b894a3@aol.com>
In a message dated 1/20/00 11:05:50 AM Eastern Standard Time,
gdala1@hotmail.com writes:
Dear Amy...
Glad to know that you are finding great use for the International Vital
Records Handbook. The 4th edition is more than 800 pages long, twice the size
of the 3rd edition. It has been expanded to include adoption records as well
as the previous birth, marriage, divorce and death records.
This edition was not planned for release in November but for the new year.
GPC received the mss. in the Fall and expects it out early this year.
All the best,
Tom Kemp, Editor
International Vital Records Handbook
E-mail: GenAnnual@aol.com
From history at lapl.org Thu Jan 20 09:10:16 2000
From: history at lapl.org (History & Genealogy Department)

Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: International Vital Records Handbook
Message-ID: <38874178.9CA02649@lapl.org>
In addition to Tom Kemp's excellent work and the Internet web site, that
old standby "Where to Write for Vital Records" was just reissued by the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services in an edition updated on
9-7-99. It sells for $2.50.
Michael Kirley
-Los Angeles Public Library
History/Genealogy Department
630 W. 5th St
Los Angeles, CA 90071
(213) 228-7410

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Thu Jan 20 10:11:49 2000
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: International Vital Records Handbook
References: <LYR6300-54973-2000.01.20-12.15.47-VCTINNEY#DCN.DAVIS.CA.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38874FE5.2352EEF5@dcn.davis.ca.us>
You may also wish to consider:
US State Department - Services - Consular Affairs: Travel
Vital Records Services
http://travel.state.gov/vital_records_services.html
INCLUDES:
Where to Write for Vital Records (birth, death, marriage and divorce)
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/howto/w2w/w2welcom.htm
Order Form to Obtain a Certified Birth Certificate
http://travel.state.gov/birthcertificaterequest.html
etc.
-------------------------------------------History & Genealogy Department wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

In addition to Tom Kemp's excellent work and the Internet web site, that
old standby "Where to Write for Vital Records" was just reissued by the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services in an edition updated on
9-7-99. It sells for $2.50.
Michael Kirley
-Los Angeles Public Library
History/Genealogy Department
630 W. 5th St
Los Angeles, CA 90071
(213) 228-7410
---

> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: VCTINNEY@DCN.DAVIS.CA.US
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Thu Jan 20 18:51:42 2000
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: One new book for trade
Message-ID: <38879F8E.DA43E263@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
A short note to tell about one periodical I have for trade:
Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Quarterly, issues, Jan 1953,
July 1953, Oct. 1953 and Jan. 1954, all hard bound.
This was later called Ohio Historical Quarterly and is now called Ohio
History.
I will trade for any OH, PA or WV genealogy books or genealogy books in
general.
Thank you
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH

From cyndihow at oz.net Thu Jan 20 18:06:04 2000
From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: International Vital Records Handbook
Message-ID: <4.2.2.20000120180600.00add3d0@mail.oz.net>
At 11:12 AM 1/20/00 -0500, Drew Smith wrote:
>On Thu, 20 Jan 2000, Amy Hay wrote:
> > Have any of you discovered a website that accesses the vital records
> > addresses and policies/prices of ALL states? I've found and
> > bookmarked individual states, but it would sure save time to have a
> > single source.
>
>Amy, have you looked at http://www.vitalrec.com ?
>
>
>Drew Smith
>School of Library and Information Science
>University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
>dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu
(813) 974-6849

Amy, Drew and all I want to point out two relevant categories on Cyndi's List where you would
find these types of links:
Primary Sources

http://www.CyndisList.com/primary.htm
Central entry points for many U.S. resources online can be found on Cyndi's
List under:
General U.S. Sites
http://www.CyndisList.com/genusa.htm
To specifically answer your question about vital records info online, I
know of four such sites:
Family History SourceGuide - Where to Write for Vital Records
http://www.familysearch.org/sg/WheToWri.html
VitalChek
Certified copies of birth certificates, death certificates, marriage
certificates and other vital records.
http://www.vitalchek.com
Vital Records Information - State Index
http://vitalrec.com/index.html
Where to Write for Vital Records
From the National Center for Health Statistics, United States
http://www.cdc.gov/nchswww/howto/w2w/w2welcom.htm
Good luck,
Cyndi

From GenAnnual at aol.com Fri Jan 21 01:00:16 2000
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: MyFamily.com ranks high in Nielsen/NetRatings
Message-ID: <60.7a4353.25b94ff0@aol.com>
GenAnnual@aol.com has sent you a story from http://newsnet.byu.edu
Here it is:
MyFamily.com ranks high in Nielsen/NetRatings
MyFamily.com Inc., an
Orem-based company, was ranked 19th overall in page views in December,
according to Nielsen/NetRatings' report of top properties on the Internet.
The report indicated that MyFamily.com's network of sites, including <A
HREF="'http://www.myfamily.com'">MyFamily.com</A>, <A
HREF="'http://www.ancestry.com'">Ancestry.com</A>, and <A
HREF="'http://www.familyhistory.com'">FamilyHistory.com</A> received more
than 136 million page views during December.
This ranking placed MyFamily.com higher in number of page hits than
well-known names such as BarnesandNoble.com and Etoys.com.
MyFamily.com CFO Dave McGinn credited the popularity of the sites to their
universal appeal: everyone has a family, he said.
The Nielsen/NetRatings report also showed that users have been spending an
average of about 38.2 minutes per person per month on MyFamily.com sites,
making them fairly 'sticky' sites.

Curt Allen, CEO of MyFamily.com, says this is an Internet success story
because the site focuses on the family.
'Features such as voice chat, online family photo albums and online family
trees allow people to connect and strengthen the family bond while
continually returning and spending time on our sites,' he said.
MyFamily.com gives users the ability to create their own private web page and
post photos and information on it.
McGinn says, 'In a virtual way we allow families to have the same interaction
they have in the real world.'
Ancestry.com is the Internet's largest genealogical database. McGinn said
Ancestry.com makes more than 530 million records available to users on more
than 2000 databases.
FamilyHistory.com functions primarily as a site for message boards for family
research.
MyFamily.com Inc. is dedicated to connecting and strengthening families using
the World Wide Web.
See related story: <A
HREF="'http://newsnet.byu.edu/show_story.cfm?number=7307&year=current'">LDS
Church adds international database and foreign language options to genealogy
Web site</A> This story is copyrighted by http://newsnet.byu.edu and Brigham
Young University.
For more news see newsnet at http://newsnet.byu.edu

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Fri Jan 21 05:48:49 2000
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: MyFamily.com ranks high in Nielsen/NetRatings
References: <LYR6300-55147-2000.01.21-01.01.07-VCTINNEY#DCN.DAVIS.CA.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <388863C1.D6CD7CEC@dcn.davis.ca.us>
RELATED STORY ON INTERNET SEARCHING:
[WESTBOROUGH, Mass., January 17, 2000 ?
Fast Search & TransferTM]
"Fast Search & Transfer announces world's biggest fastest
search engine; 300 million web pages searched in under
one half second with highly relevant results"
http://www.fast.no/company/press/atw20000117.html
EXAMPLE:
Search for [Librarians Serving Genealogists] provided
433 documents found - 0.1994 seconds search time
http://www.alltheweb.com/cgi-bin/asearch?
type=all&query=Librarians+Serving+Genealogists
This site, helpful for finding what is hard to find, is located
prominently within WHAT'S NEW?, at:
GENEALOGY and HISTORY
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/geneal.htm
--------------------------------------------GenAnnual@aol.com wrote:
<snip>
MyFamily.com Inc., an
> Orem-based company, was ranked 19th overall in page views in December,
> according to Nielsen/NetRatings' report of top properties on the Internet.

<snip>

From gdala1 at hotmail.com Fri Jan 21 07:32:37 2000
From: gdala1 at hotmail.com (Amy Hay)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: THANKS re Vital Stats
Message-ID: <20000121153237.66944.qmail@hotmail.com>
Yay, a new Kemp soon, and lots of useful websites.
better? Thanks, All!

Could life get any

Amy
______________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free Email at http://www.hotmail.com

From pfollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us Fri Jan 21 09:58:53 2000
From: pfollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us (Paul Follett)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: library lock-ins
References: <LYR6356-53557-2000.01.13-07.19.53-PFOLLETT#CITYOF.LAWTON.OK.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000d01bf6428$6b50f380$210210ac@libgenealogy1>
Thanks for your thoughts and good ideas.
If we had the internet computers available
and some seasoned researchers available for
personalized help and consultation, and maybe
a short beginners class at the beginning... hummm,
there are lots of possibilities. If part of the money
goes for a midnight snack, that should help
keep the city's hands out of it. This is a good
programing idea. I'm presenting a plan to our
library director and to our genealogy society
and hopefully we'll have a lock-in coming up
later this year.
Paul Follett
pfollett@cityof.lawton.ok.us
Lawton Public Library

From dbaskin at tsl.state.tx.us Tue Jan 25 09:37:33 2000
From: dbaskin at tsl.state.tx.us (David Baskin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Opinions on Microfilm Readers
Message-ID: <15EE7D2CFB19D311835600805F9A905653F0CD@Exchange.tsl.state.tx.us>
Compliments to the list. Do any of you have opinions concerning the
durability/serviceability of the following film readers:

1. Gideon 900, manual (and Gideon 1000, motorized)
2. Indus Super Carrel, motorized with remote foot switch
Thank you,
David A. Baskin
Genealogy Collection
Archives and Information Services Division
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
geninfo@tsl.state.tx.us
http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/lobby
512-463-5463

From sapley at pub-lib.ci.fort-worth.tx.us Tue Jan 25 13:27:27 2000
From: sapley at pub-lib.ci.fort-worth.tx.us (Shirley Apley)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Genealogy in fiction
Message-ID: <Pine.SOL.3.93.1000125132436.22602A-100000@fwpl.pub-lib.ci.fortworth.tx.us>
Last year list readers submitted genealogy fiction titles. Did anyone
compile the list of books? I would love a copy of this list to present
to the genealogy class that I teach.
Thanks in advance,
Shirley Apley, Senior Librarian
Genealogy, Local History & City Archives
Fort Worth Public Library
500 West 3rd Street
Fort Worth, TX 76102

From JulieKidd at compuserve.com Wed Jan 26 05:54:42 2000
From: JulieKidd at compuserve.com (Julie Kidd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Genealogy in fiction
Message-ID: <200001260554_MC2-964B-FBFF@compuserve.com>
Message text written by "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
>Last year list readers submitted genealogy fiction titles. Did anyone
compile the list of books? I would love a copy of this list to present
the genealogy class that I teach.
Thanks in advance,
Shirley Apley, Senior Librarian
Genealogy, Local History & City Archives
Fort Worth Public Library
500 West 3rd Street
Fort Worth, TX 76102

to

<
Shirley I've posted the titles from that list, and others that I have since
received on my web pages at:
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JulieKidd/fiction.htm
Julie
JulieKidd@compuserve.com
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JulieKidd/
From mtwaring at itexas.net Wed Jan 26 06:49:08 2000
From: mtwaring at itexas.net (Margaret T. Waring)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Microfiche sleeves
Message-ID: <00d201bf67fb$bd849c20$53cefea9@p120>
We need to protect a collection of tender microfiche sheets that will
receive heavy patron use. Can anyone recommend a source for protective
sleeves?
We located one source but the cost is excessive or so it seems.
Any tips are more than welcome and appreciated.
Margaret Waring
on behalf of Special Collections
Comanche Public Library
Comanche, Texas

From dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu Wed Jan 26 10:33:17 2000
From: dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Genealogy in fiction
In-Reply-To: <LYR6144-56236-2000.01.26-05.55.15-dsmith#luna.cas.usf.edu@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0001261030580.21248-100000@luna.cas.usf.edu>
On Wed, 26 Jan 2000, Julie Kidd wrote:
> http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JulieKidd/fiction.htm
There's a link to that page from the LSG Web site (under Collection
Development).
Drew Smith
LSG Webmaster

From demilyh at tampabay.rr.com Wed Jan 26 20:25:52 2000
From: demilyh at tampabay.rr.com (Doris E. Hallgren)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: VIRGINIA BEACH LIBRARY (GENEALOGY SECTION) FIREBOMBED
Message-ID: <005101bf687e$9991cb20$21201c18@tampabay.rr.com>

FYI
-----Original Message----From: anthony@aplusdata.com <anthony@aplusdata.com>
To: va-roots@vlinsvr.vsla.edu <va-roots@vlinsvr.vsla.edu>;
VA-Rooters@genexchange.com <VA-Rooters@genexchange.com>
Date: Wednesday, January 26, 2000 12:17 PM
Subject: [VA-Rooters] VIRGINIA BEACH LIBRARY (GENEALOGY SECTION) FIREBOMBED
If you have not already heard, the Virginia Beach (Virginia) main library
was firebombed over the weekend. The Genealogy and Local History section
was damaged with some 1500 books either destroyed or damaged. Read about
it
at http://www.pilotonline.com/news/nw0125bom.html
The Virginia Beach Library may use your help if you have replacement, or
new, books that you can spare.
The Virginia Beach Library can be reached at
(http://www.virginia-beach.va.us/services/library/) and through email at
central@city.virginia-beach.va.us.
The Virginia Beach Genealogical Society can be reached at
http://www.rootsweb.com/~vavbgs/
Anthony Abby
Asst. National Coordinator - Genealogy Exchange & Surname Registry
http://www.genexchange.org
List Admin- VA-Rooters-Owner@genexchange.com
VA GenExchange: http://www.genexchange.org/va/
US GenExchange: http://www.genexchange.org/us.cfm
Mailing Lists: http://www.genexchange.org/MailListForm.cfm

From carolyn.barkley at city.virginia-beach.va.us Thu Jan 27 07:23:08 2000
From: carolyn.barkley at city.virginia-beach.va.us (Carolyn Barkley)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: VIRGINIA BEACH LIBRARY (GENEALOGY SECTION) FIREBOMBED -Reply
Message-ID: <s88ff27c.076@smtpgw.city.virginia-beach.va.us>
The actual count of loss was 1406 books mostly from water damage due to sprinkler
head activation to put out the fire. These books were 000s through 929.3755. That
represents about half of the printed collection - no original documents or
microfilm were damaged. We have completed an inventory of those volumes lost and
are in the process of determining replacement. I imagine at the end of the process
we will have a list of titles that cannot be reacquired and we will post that list
in the hopes that libraries might have duplicates that they will be willing to
donate.
We were very lucky in terms of the entire building and have just about completed
clean up efforts.

Carolyn L. Barkley
Central Librarian
Virginia Beach Central Library
757-431-3072
cbarkley@city.virginia-beach.va.us

From SBarnum at juf.org Thu Jan 27 09:06:01 2000
From: SBarnum at juf.org (Barnum, Sally)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Genealogical software
Message-ID: <43E0C8D0BC25D311A52800508B443AFB92663C@ex-onesouth.juf.org>
I am looking for genealogical software for use on Windows NT.

Any ideas?

Sally Barnum
Jewish Federation/Jewish United Fund
Chicago, IL

From CBates at plcmc.lib.nc.us Thu Jan 27 13:06:36 2000
From: CBates at plcmc.lib.nc.us (Bates, Chris)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: New Website-Mecklenburg County, NC Veterans Who Died in WWII
Message-ID: <A5C1CB09C049D211AC1700A0C9D84452AEFF69@STARFLEET>
The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Story, a local history Website sponsored by the
Public Library of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County, is pleased to announce
the premiere of Gold Star Veterans at
http://www.cmstory.org/ww2.
The project is based on files in the Library's Carolina Room that record
information about the men from Mecklenburg County who died during World War
II. The site includes photographs, a searchable database of Mecklenburg
County war dead and links to related sites. It also recognizes the people
who created the original files following the war. Related W.W.II links are
included under "Learn More." Information within the site will be of interest
to local historians and genealogists.
The site was featured in the Charlotte Observer on January 27, 2000 at
http://www.charlotte.com/click/archive/0127boraks.htm.
We welcome your comments to cmstory@plcmc.lib.nc.us.
Chris A. Bates, Curator and Manager, Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
Public Library of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County
<http://www.plcmc.lib.nc.us/branch/main/NCR/>
Check out The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Story <http://www.cmstory.org/>

From LJones at ci.carrollton.tx.us Thu Jan 27 12:09:24 2000
From: LJones at ci.carrollton.tx.us (Lynette Jones)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Microfiche sleeves

Message-ID: <715EB6B2E3E5D111AC7D00805F9FDF6F39FCC5@EXCHANGE>
We use the "Microfiche Housing Frame" for binders, available from
Brodart Library Supplies (800-233-8959 or http://www.brodart.com). This is
a sheet that holds 32 fiche and fits in a 3-ring binder. I chose this
method of storage over sleeves and a file drawer because the tech Processing
staff can treat them more like books, and I can interfile them with books.
My genealogy collection has very few microfiche right now, and this seemed
to be more economical and spacesaving than buying a file.
Lynette V. Jones
Frankford Village Library
Carrollton, TX 75007
(972) 466-4810 office
(972) 394-2877 fax

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

-----Original Message----From:
mtwaring@itexas.net [SMTP:mtwaring@itexas.net]
Sent:
Wednesday, January 26, 2000 6:49 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Microfiche sleeves
We need to protect a collection of tender microfiche sheets that will
receive heavy patron use. Can anyone recommend a source for protective
sleeves?
We located one source but the cost is excessive or so it seems.
Any tips are more than welcome and appreciated.
Margaret Waring
on behalf of Special Collections
Comanche Public Library
Comanche, Texas

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: LJones@ci.carrollton.tx.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From centans at tampabay.rr.com Thu Jan 27 16:02:13 2000
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Genealogical software
References: <LYR65145-56578-2000.01.27-10.12.42-centans#tampabay.rr.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3890B255.AEA46829@tampabay.rr.com>
Family Tree Maker for Windows works on Windows computers. Check and see if they
have
a network version if that is what you need. They might sell you a lab pack of 5
or 10 copies
if you have a lan for your patrons to access software.
Sharon Centanne

"Barnum, Sally" wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am looking for genealogical software for use on Windows NT.

Any ideas?

Sally Barnum
Jewish Federation/Jewish United Fund
Chicago, IL
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: centans@tampabay.rr.com
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From SBarnum at juf.org Thu Jan 27 15:07:44 2000
From: SBarnum at juf.org (Barnum, Sally)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Genealogical software
Message-ID: <43E0C8D0BC25D311A52800508B443AFB92663F@ex-onesouth.juf.org>
Thanks, they (Broderbaud) were not willing to admit to an NT version. Our
IS folks are working on it. This is esp. frustrating for me since I am the
only (current) user!
Sally
-----Original Message----From: Sharon [mailto:centans@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2000 3:02 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Re: Genealogical software
Family Tree Maker for Windows works on Windows computers. Check and see if
they
have
a network version if that is what you need. They might sell you a lab pack
of 5
or 10 copies
if you have a lan for your patrons to access software.
Sharon Centanne
"Barnum, Sally" wrote:
> I am looking for genealogical software for use on Windows NT. Any ideas?
>
> Sally Barnum
> Jewish Federation/Jewish United Fund
> Chicago, IL
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: centans@tampabay.rr.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: SBarnum@juf.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
From JulieKidd at compuserve.com Thu Jan 27 19:22:14 2000
From: JulieKidd at compuserve.com (Julie Kidd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Genealogical software
Message-ID: <200001271922_MC2-96A1-DB12@compuserve.com>
Message text written by "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
>
I am looking for genealogical software for use on Windows NT.

Any ideas?

Sally Barnum
Jewish Federation/Jewish United Fund
Chicago, IL<
It seems to me that The Master Genealogist will run on Windows NT - that in
one of Dick Eastman's newsletters he mentioned running it on NT. But you
might want to contact them and check it out. Their web page is at
<http://www.whollygenes.com>
In my opinion, it's the best genealogical software on the market. It may
not be the most intuitive or produce the fanciest charts - it just does the
best job genealogically speaking. Excellent for source citation.
Julie
JulieKidd@compuserve.com
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JulieKidd/
From mtwaring at itexas.net Thu Jan 27 19:27:47 2000
From: mtwaring at itexas.net (Margaret T. Waring)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Microfiche sleeves
References: <LYR67149-56615-2000.01.27-13.12.15-mtwaring#itexas.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <003b01bf692e$e3587320$1264fea9@p120>
Dear Lynette,
Thanks for the suggestion.
I've bought from Brodart for years and will
surely take a look at the catalogue. What I'm really seeking is individual
transparent sleeves to keep our patrons fingers off of our tender fiche
sheets.
We have just acquired the Index to Texas Death Records for modern
years and the film is so unrealistically soft.
We once got some sleeves from Highsmith that work well but they don't handle
the product any longer. Gaylord has some that would be fine but they are
wildly expensive. (The sleeves cost more than the fiche!)
Anyway, I
appreciate your advice and will keep digging. :-)
Margaret Waring
----- Original Message ----From: Lynette Jones <LJones@ci.carrollton.tx.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2000 12:09 PM

Subject: [genealib] RE: Microfiche sleeves
>
We use the "Microfiche Housing Frame" for binders, available from
> Brodart Library Supplies (800-233-8959 or http://www.brodart.com). This
is
> a sheet that holds 32 fiche and fits in a 3-ring binder. I chose this
> method of storage over sleeves and a file drawer because the tech
Processing
> staff can treat them more like books, and I can interfile them with
books.
> My genealogy collection has very few microfiche right now, and this seemed
> to be more economical and spacesaving than buying a file.
>
> Lynette V. Jones
> Frankford Village Library
> Carrollton, TX 75007
> (972) 466-4810 office
> (972) 394-2877 fax
>
>
>
> > -----Original Message----> > From: mtwaring@itexas.net [SMTP:mtwaring@itexas.net]
> > Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 2000 6:49 AM
> > To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> > Subject: [genealib] Microfiche sleeves
> >
> > We need to protect a collection of tender microfiche sheets that will
> > receive heavy patron use. Can anyone recommend a source for protective
> > sleeves?
We located one source but the cost is excessive or so it
seems.
> > Any tips are more than welcome and appreciated.
> >
> > Margaret Waring
> > on behalf of Special Collections
> > Comanche Public Library
> > Comanche, Texas
> >
> >
> >
> > --> > You are currently subscribed to genealib as: LJones@ci.carrollton.tx.us
> > To unsubscribe send a blank email to
> > $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: mtwaring@itexas.net
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>

From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us Fri Jan 28 09:19:17 2000
From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Genealogical software

In-Reply-To: <LYR105667-56692-2000.01.27-19.22.58-bteschek#hampton.lib.nh.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <A8D5DEF1562@LIBRARY.HAMPTON.LIB.NH.US>
> I am looking for genealogical software for use on Windows NT.

Any ideas?

I use Ultimate Family Tree occasionally on my NT workstation and
it has no apparently problems. Of course UFT isn't being very well
supported by its parent company at the moment, so I wouldn't
recommend buying it. They may be phasing it out.
Bill Teschek
bteschek@hampton.lib.nh.us
From SBarnum at juf.org Fri Jan 28 08:22:56 2000
From: SBarnum at juf.org (Barnum, Sally)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Genealogical software
Message-ID: <43E0C8D0BC25D311A52800508B443AFB926645@ex-onesouth.juf.org>
Thanks - I have purchased Family Tree Maker and annoyed my IS dept.
checking to see if I missed anything in my orginal search!

Am

Sally
-----Original Message----From: Bill Teschek [mailto:bteschek@hampton.lib.nh.us]
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2000 8:19 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Re: Genealogical software
> I am looking for genealogical software for use on Windows NT.

Any ideas?

I use Ultimate Family Tree occasionally on my NT workstation and
it has no apparently problems. Of course UFT isn't being very well
supported by its parent company at the moment, so I wouldn't
recommend buying it. They may be phasing it out.
Bill Teschek
bteschek@hampton.lib.nh.us
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: SBarnum@juf.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
From smith at ngsgenealogy.org Fri Jan 28 11:32:34 2000
From: smith at ngsgenealogy.org (Dereka Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Filby Prize
Message-ID: <3891C4A2.116210EB@ngsgenealogy.org>

Hello List Members: Maureen Taylor has asked that I post information
about the Filby Prize. You will find her press release below. Winter
greetings to all-Dereka Smith
National Genealogical Society

Press Release
For more information contact: Shirley Wilcox, President, National
Genealogical Society
Wilcox@ngsgenealogy.org or at (800) 473-0060 ext. 224

Filby Prize for Outstanding Genealogical Librarianship.
Now is the time to submit nominations for the Filby Prize offered by the
National Genealogical Society and Scholarly Resources. Do you know
someone who is a librarian with at least five years experience whose
primary focus is genealogy and local history and is employed in a
public, academic, or special library? If so, you might know the next
recipient of the $1,000 award. March 1, 2000 is the deadline for
nominations. Individuals can also nominate themselves. The Prize is
named in honor of author and librarian P. William Filby.
Judges use the following criteria:
1.. Significant contributions to patron access to information, or to
the preservation of historical records.
2.. Development of an imaginative reference tool or similar
outstanding contribution of enduring consequence that fills the gaps in
existing information, accuracy, scope or usefulness of genealogical and
local history materials.
3.. Publication of a book or a body of articles that have
contributed significantly to the field of genealogy or local history and
that are of an interpretative nature.
4.. Other activities that have significantly advanced genealogy and
local history
5.. Work that has encouraged others to be innovative in the field.
Nominations should include personal and professional contact information
with illustrative examples of the nominee's performance as a librarian
who serves genealogists. Please send bibliographic citations rather than
publications. Completed nominations can be sent to the National
Genealogical Society, 4527 Seventeeth Street North , Arlington, VA
22207-2399. Attention : Filby Prize. The deadline is March 1, 2000.

From wooddi at oplin.lib.oh.us Fri Jan 28 13:59:42 2000
From: wooddi at oplin.lib.oh.us (Dianne Wood)

Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Genealogical software
Message-ID: <01BF699C.E18815F0@GENEALOGYCO>
Family Tree Maker CD's work on our NT network but some of the heritage quest CD's
do not. I haven't tried many of the other vendors.
Dianne Wood, Genealogy Coordinator
Findlay-Hancock County Public Library
206 Broadway
Findlay, OH 45840
wooddi @oplin.lib.oh.us
-----Original Message----From: Barnum, Sally [SMTP:SBarnum@juf.org]
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2000 1:41 PM
To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject:
[genealib] Re: Genealogical software
Thanks, they (Broderbaud) were not willing to admit to an NT version. Our
IS folks are working on it. This is esp. frustrating for me since I am the
only (current) user!
Sally
-----Original Message----From: Sharon [mailto:centans@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2000 3:02 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Re: Genealogical software
Family Tree Maker for Windows works on Windows computers. Check and see if
they
have
a network version if that is what you need. They might sell you a lab pack
of 5
or 10 copies
if you have a lan for your patrons to access software.
Sharon Centanne
"Barnum, Sally" wrote:
> I am looking for genealogical software for use on Windows NT. Any ideas?
>
> Sally Barnum
> Jewish Federation/Jewish United Fund
> Chicago, IL
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: centans@tampabay.rr.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: SBarnum@juf.org

To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: WOODDI@OPLIN.LIB.OH.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 4448 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000128/
b325cf9a/attachment.bin
From SBarnum at juf.org Fri Jan 28 13:11:16 2000
From: SBarnum at juf.org (Barnum, Sally)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Genealogical software
Message-ID: <43E0C8D0BC25D311A52800508B443AFB92664D@ex-onesouth.juf.org>
Thanks for the help.
Sally
-----Original Message----From: /O=LIBRARY/OU=DEWEY/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOOD On Behalf Of Dianne Wood
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2000 1:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [genealib] Re: Genealogical software
Family Tree Maker CD's work on our NT network but some of the heritage quest
CD's do not. I haven't tried many of the other vendors.
Dianne Wood, Genealogy Coordinator
Findlay-Hancock County Public Library
206 Broadway
Findlay, OH 45840
wooddi @oplin.lib.oh.us
-----Original Message----From: Barnum, Sally [SMTP:SBarnum@juf.org]
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2000 1:41 PM
To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject:
[genealib] Re: Genealogical software
Thanks, they (Broderbaud) were not willing to admit to an NT version. Our
IS folks are working on it. This is esp. frustrating for me since I am the
only (current) user!
Sally
-----Original Message----From: Sharon [mailto:centans@tampabay.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2000 3:02 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Re: Genealogical software

Family Tree Maker for Windows works on Windows computers. Check and see if
they
have
a network version if that is what you need. They might sell you a lab pack
of 5
or 10 copies
if you have a lan for your patrons to access software.
Sharon Centanne
"Barnum, Sally" wrote:
> I am looking for genealogical software for use on Windows NT. Any ideas?
>
> Sally Barnum
> Jewish Federation/Jewish United Fund
> Chicago, IL
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: centans@tampabay.rr.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: SBarnum@juf.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: WOODDI@OPLIN.LIB.OH.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From kweiss at aea16.k12.ia.us Mon Jan 31 10:46:35 2000
From: kweiss at aea16.k12.ia.us (Kay Weiss)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Two more titles for Fiction List
Message-ID: <200001311646.KAA18599@hobbes.aea16.k12.ia.us>
Good morning!
Two additional books that

might be added to the "genealogy in fiction" list:

All the Mamas by Carol Shough (a children's title)
Riding Shotgun by Rita Mae Brown (there is time travel involved, the
genealogy link is more obscure)
Thanks for all who share their ideas, to Julie for maintaining the list, and
to Drew for all his work on this list-serve.
Kay
Kay Weiss

Burlington Public Library
501 North Fourth
Burlington, Iowa 52601
319-753-1647 (voice)
319-753-5316 (fax)
kweiss@aea16.k12.ia.us (e-mail)
http://www.burlington.lib.ia.us (web)

From ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us Mon Jan 31 11:07:21 2000
From: ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us (Anita Doering)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: Newspapers on Microfilm ALERT
Message-ID: <3895C148.D3E8788B@lacrosse.lib.wi.us>
This past year the La Crosse Tribune, a Lee Enterprises Co., switched
from using UMI as a microfilm vendor to Heritage Microfilm based in
Cedar Rapids, IA. The La Crosse Tribune film has been produced by this
firm since May 1999.
We have noticed significant problems with the readability of each
microfilm produced and suggest that if you have film from this vendor
that you individually check each reel for quality. Some images are too
faint; others are a "double image" as though the camera had been bumped
during filming.
The La Crosse Tribune newspaper is currently in contact with Heritage
Microfilm about this. Until this has been resolved, we have made a
quick decision to keep the paper version longer than our usual 6 months.
I know there are other Lee Enterprise newspapers that have also followed
suit by switching from UMI; the Wisconsin State Journal is one. We do
not have film for that newspaper, so I cannot tell you what the readable
quality is of that film.

-Anita Taylor Doering
Archivist
La Crosse Public Library
800 Main St.
La Crosse, WI 54601-4122
(608) 789-7156
fax: (608) 789-7106
http://www.lacrosse.lib.wi.us

From MJSTEVENS at camden.lib.nj.us Mon Jan 31 15:09:58 2000
From: MJSTEVENS at camden.lib.nj.us (MJSTEVENS@camden.lib.nj.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: genealogy abbreviations
Message-ID: <000131150958.54c87@camden.lib.nj.us>
In the book "The Original Lists of Persons of Quality", edited by John Camden
Hotten and published in 1976 by Genealogical Pub. Co. (my copy), on page 183

are some abbreviations my patron asked me about. They are "vx", used in front
of a last name; and "pue" used in front of one name written twice with
parentheses around them. Can anyone tell me what they mean? I tried a Latin
dictionary and Familytreemaker's online dictionary and couldn't find these.
Thank you. Mary Jane Stevens
From Rtaylor at acpl.lib.in.us Mon Jan 31 15:18:11 2000
From: Rtaylor at acpl.lib.in.us (Ryan Taylor)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: genealogy abbreviations
In-Reply-To: <LYR6384-57323-2000.01.31-15.08.19-RTAYLOR#ACPL.LIB.IN.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4D7B5B2605@everest.acpl.lib.in.us>
these are both latin terms:
vx=uxor, wife in Latin
pue=puer, boy in Latin
Ryan Taylor
Lasse der Fantasie freien Lauf!
- Mina Paechter (in Theresienstadt)
Ryan Taylor
Genealogy Librarian
Allen County Public Library, Fort Wayne IN
rtaylor@acpl.lib.in.us

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Mon Jan 31 15:22:32 2000
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: genealogy abbreviations
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-57323-2000.01.31-15.08.19-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1000131151913.25178M-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
On Mon, 31 Jan 2000 MJSTEVENS@camden.lib.nj.us wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

In the book "The Original Lists of Persons of Quality", edited by John Camden
Hotten and published in 1976 by Genealogical Pub. Co. (my copy), on page 183
are some abbreviations my patron asked me about. They are "vx", used in front
of a last name; and "pue" used in front of one name written twice with
parentheses around them. Can anyone tell me what they mean? I tried a Latin
dictionary and Familytreemaker's online dictionary and couldn't find these.
Thank you. Mary Jane Stevens

In my copy, I see that the abbreviation us "ux" not vx.
Latin for wife.

Probably "uxor,"

Also, my copy says "pui" not pue.
inferior in rank; junior.

Probably "puisne," Latin for younger,

Hope this helps.
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm

From MJSTEVENS at camden.lib.nj.us Mon Jan 31 15:30:05 2000
From: MJSTEVENS at camden.lib.nj.us (MJSTEVENS@camden.lib.nj.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: genealogy abbreviations
Message-ID: <000131153005.3e6b4@camden.lib.nj.us>
From: SMTP%"genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu" 31-JAN-2000 15:22:07.36
To:
MJSTEVENS
CC:
Subj: [genealib] Re: genealogy abbreviations
Thank you, Ryan, for your quick response.

Mary Jane

From: "Ryan Taylor" <Rtaylor@acpl.lib.in.us>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Mon, 31 Jan 2000 15:18:11 +0000
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT
Subject: [genealib] Re: genealogy abbreviations
Priority: normal
In-reply-to: <LYR6384-57323-2000.01.31-15.08.19-RTAYLOR#ACPL.LIB.IN.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <LYR6354-57328-2000.01.31-15.18.53-MJSTEVENS#CAMDEN.LIB.NJ.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:$subst('Email.Unsub')>
Reply-To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Precedence: bulk
these are both latin terms:
vx=uxor, wife in Latin
pue=puer, boy in Latin
Ryan Taylor
Lasse der Fantasie freien Lauf!
- Mina Paechter (in Theresienstadt)
Ryan Taylor
Genealogy Librarian
Allen County Public Library, Fort Wayne IN
rtaylor@acpl.lib.in.us

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: MJSTEVENS@CAMDEN.LIB.NJ.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us Mon Jan 31 15:54:46 2000
From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:31 2003
Subject: genealogy abbreviations
In-Reply-To: <LYR105667-57323-2000.01.31-15.08.19-bteschek#hampton.lib.nh.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <ADBF74C4050@LIBRARY.HAMPTON.LIB.NH.US>
I'm not sure about "pue" but I imagine "vx" is actually "ux" and
stands for "spouse" or "wife". I looked in the book myself and
"pue" may be children, but I'm just guessing.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

In the book "The Original Lists of Persons of Quality", edited by John Camden
Hotten and published in 1976 by Genealogical Pub. Co. (my copy), on page 183
are some abbreviations my patron asked me about. They are "vx", used in front
of a last name; and "pue" used in front of one name written twice with
parentheses around them. Can anyone tell me what they mean? I tried a Latin
dictionary and Familytreemaker's online dictionary and couldn't find these.
Thank you. Mary Jane Stevens
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: bteschek@hampton.lib.nh.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

Bill Teschek
bteschek@hampton.lib.nh.us

